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North Division Tourney
Awarded To Colt League
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The Murray Colt League has
been awarded the North Colt
Division Tournament, accordirg
tc Ronald Crouch, league president. The North Division of the
International Colt hmague is
comprised of fifteen states and
is divided into three regions.
The regions and the states in
each region are: West Region-' Wyoming, North Dakota, Soath
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, and Eastern Montana;
Lakes Region — Minnesota,
Michigan, Wisconsin and Northern Illinois; and South Region—
Iowa, Missouri, Southern Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.
The tournament will be a
four team, double elimination
tournament between winners
from each region and the Murray Colt League team, which is
guaranteed a berth in the tourney ,by being the host team.
The winner of the Division
Tournament here will advance
to the International World
Series in Layfayette, Indiana.
The World Series will be between the winners of the North.
South, East, and West divisions
M the continental United
States and the teams from Ha.vaii, Canada, Latin America
and the host team from Layfayette making a total of eight
teams.
In order to reach the Division tournament here a team
must first win the area, district,
sectional and regional tournaments.
Colt League baseball is for
boys 15 and 16 years old.
The Tournament here will be
on August 13, 14 and 15 and the
World Series will begin o n
Wednesday, August 20.

Glindel Boggess
Is A Member Of
Outstanding Unit
OSAN-NI, Republic of Korea
--Airman First Class Glindel
M. Boggess, son of ldrs. Allie
B. Boggess of 415 South 10th
St., Murray, Ky, is a member
of the 6314th Support Wing
that has earned the U. S. Air
Force Outstanding Unit Award.
Airman Boggess, a supply
gt at Osan AB, Republic
of Korea, will wear the distinctive service ribbon to mark his
affiliation with the wing.
The wing was cited for outstanding achievement and superior performance which contributed significantly to the defense of the United States.
The airman, a 1968 graduate
of Murray High School, attended Murray State University.
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Father Local
Woman Dies
Of

1970

WV

W Offild

Jewell Franklin Story of Fredonia Route Three, father of
Mrs. Janice Faye Cope of Murray, died of a gunshot wows
late Monday afternoon, apparently the result of a hunting
nital Proem Datormailsoal
accident.
Story, age 63, is believed to
The newly elected Calloway
have accidently shot himself
Kentucky: Cold wave extreme
By CHARLES PENTECOST
County Officials announced towith a 22 caliber rifle as he
to
cloudy
Partly
tonight.
day that beginning Saturday, FRANKFORT, Ky. BPS — Gov.
tried to cross a fence near his east
January 10, all County Offices Louie B. Nunn presented his
home, according to Caldwell occasionally cloudy today and
tonight with a few snowIn the Courthouse will be closed executive budget for the 1970County Sheriff Jimmy Jones
showers today and tonight
1972 biennium today calling for
An average of $36.85 was re-111 day on Saturdays.
Mr. Story died about 6:45
Quite cold ported in the sale of dark air
Sheriff Clyde Steele said he legislative approval for expenpan. Monday in Caldwell County mainly east portion.
central
today
west
portions
and
cured tobacco held Monday on and his deputies, Callan Mor- ditures of $2.1 billion and keyWar Memorial Hnepital. The
Miss Roberta Whitnah
accident reportedly occurred a- and much colder with cold wave the Murray Tobacco Market, ac- gan and Morris Wilson, will be ingiup to the 1970 General AsPartly
cording to 011ie Barnett, re available twenty-four hours a sembly what to do with $18 milbout 3 p.m. Mr. Story was dis- extreme: eaat tonight.
covered about 30 minutes later cloudy to occasionally cloudy porter for the Murray market. day, seven days week Persons lion in uncommitted funds.
most secThe budget recommendation
The market scold 60,382 may call Steele at 753-2541, CalUr. Story is survived by a and not quite so cold
afternoon. pounds for a total amount of ton Morgan at
son, Charles Clark Story, at tions
753-1439, or Mor- is $800 million more than the
Funeral services for Mrs. El- home; a daughter, Mrs. Janice Chance of iw flurries mainly $22,252.Z5, on' the. four Murray ris Wilson at 753-8620, when $2.5 billion allocation for the
sie B. Kendall Bragg were held Faye Cope, Murray; a stepson, east half. Highs today 8 to it -floor's: Doran's, Farris, Grow- the office of the sheriff in the present biennium, but is exactly that figure lower than the
today at 11 o'clock at Louis- Pat Norman Lyles, Kevil; five west to low 20s extreme east. ers, and Planters.
court house is closed.
•
ville. She was the sister of Mrs. brothers, Willard Story, Oak Lows tonight 8 below zero to 8
The average for the season
Sheriff Steele said he will be $3.7 billion requeeteid by state
agencies for the next two fir
Katherine Pittman of H.
Ridge, Tenn., Vivi= Harper above zero.
sales is $37.98 for 341,288 available at all hours.
Miss Roberta Whitnah, assoccal years.
Mrs. Bragg, a former resi- Story, Sharpe, Howard Story,
with
the
pounds
money
being
iate professor of chemistry at dent of Paris, Tenn., died Sat$129,611.70, according to fig
Fredonia, Alma Ray Story, St.
Of the $3.1 billion, the generMurray State University, has urday night at ten o'clock of
FIVE-DAY FORICAST
Louis, James E. Story, Eddyurea released by Barnett.
al fund allocation is for $L18
been honored by the Murray gunshot wounds, reportedly of
atilt; and four sisters, Mrs. Mabillion, a biennium increase of
Temperatures in Kentucky The last regukarly scheduled
branch of the American Assoc- accidental origin in Louisville.
tted Dalton Hopkinsville, Mrs. through Monday will average 12 sale for dark air cured tobacco
only $146 million in new moniation of University Women
She was the daughter of Wil- Hattie Meeks, Marshall County,
Thursday,
January
will be on
ies reflecting the administrawith a named $500 grant to the liam Kendall of Gary, Ind., and
to 18 degrees below normal 15, according
to Holmes Ellis,
Mrs. Marline Washam, Little
tion's "continuation" program.
highs
normal
Kentucky
with
national fellowship fund.
the late Sarah B. Kendall.
executive director of the WestCypress, Mrs. Nina Opal Culp,
Only
31.
23
to
Lows
48.
40
to
Revenue estimates for the biMiss Whitnah, who joined the
A
two
occurred
car
collision
Survivors are her husband, Raleigh, N. C.
ern Dark' Fired Tobacco GrowMurray State faculty in 1931, Henry Bragg; one daughter,
minor temperature changes dur- ers Association.
Tuesday morning at 7:50 on the ennium from all funds are exFriends
the
may
famcall
at
pected to total $3,128,748,549,
ing the period.
is the only member of the Glory Dean Bragg; three sisters,
Sales of dark fired tobacco snow covered'Olive''Boulevard,
,lly home in Little Cypress from
Murray branch who has baen Mrs. Pittman of Hazel, Mrs.
leaving $18 million for the Legaccording
to
the
report
filed
by
Murray
will
on
open
Monday,
in
noon
Wednesday until the funPrecipitation is expected to
a continuaus member since the Flossie Todd of Paris, Tem.,
the officers of the Murray Po- islature's discretion in an "eneral.
be of no importance with only January 19, according to a re- lice Department.
committed reserve." Thus, Nunn
organization was chartered in and Mrs. Annie B. Avery of
Funeral services will be held a few MOW flurries likely dur- lease from Ellis.
1933. She ha&5 served in every Louisville; one brother, WilNo injuries were reported, but left it up to the General AmenaThursday at 1 p.m. at the Mt. ing the period
a shrub in the lanscaped por- bly to trim taxes by that much
office during that time.
liam Kendall, Jr., of Indianapo- Moriah
Primitive
Baptist
tion of the boulevard was dam- or increase present state serNamed grants are given to lis, Ind.; four grandchildren
the
Church
Elder
with
ArPe
vices or create new programs.
aged.
LAKE DATA
nonor those who have contriLarimer officiating.
Nunn ended his State of the
Cars involved were a 1964
buted significant service to the
Burial will be in the Fooks
AAUW, according tc Mrs_ Inez
Kentucky Lake, 7 am. 355.3, The Welcome Wagon New- Oldsmobile two, door hardtop Commonwealth address Tuesday
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Claxton, president of the Murdown 0.3; below dam 327.6, up comers Club will meet on driven by Gillis Aaron Bridges night with a sin-prise announce
ment he would unveil his bidray chapter.
0.6. 28 gates open.
Thursday, January 8, at 7:30 of Route One, Uniontown, and
a 1961 Ford two door owned by getary recommendations today.
Fellowships ranging from S2,:'
p.m. at the Community Center
Willie Trenholm and driven by "At that time I shall lay be000 to $4,000 are awarded "from
'Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.5, on Ellis Drive.
Telephone directories for subManfred Morris Trenholm of fore you a comprehensive blue
the national fellowship fund of
down 0.1; below dam 332.4,
A
film
on
the
"March
of
12th and Chestnut.
the AAUW. Both American and scribers in Fairdealing, Hardin,
flown 1.2.
a tow'print for the future .
Dimes"
will
be
shown.
Police said Bridges was air
foreign students who have ap- Hasel, Kirksey, Lynn Greve and
Went whiten viseadaier we••
Hostesses will be Mesoames Mg west on
Olive and had stop- can launch Kentucky toward a
plied for advanced degrees are New Concord, Kentucky a n d
Sunr1se,1:11; sunset 4:56.
Ronald Babb, Robert Burke,
Cottage Grove and Puryear,
ped for a stop sign. Trenhoint new greatness in a new decade
eligible for the awards.
John Barthohomy, Ronnie Cel- also going
Tennessee,
mailed
are
being
west on Olive, could and a new century," Nunn told
A native of Nebraska, where
Moon rose 7:30 a.m.
la. and Bill Burnett.
not stop and slid into the back the 1970 General Assembly
she was born at Surprise, Miss this week according to P. L.
*
*
end of the Trenhoirn car and which convened earlier during
%hitnah earned the B. S. and Pinks, General Manager of the
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
then into the shrub on the
,M.
E.
,University
degrees
atthe
the day.
alow comes a Mary that will
Cooperative Corp., Inc. at May
boulevarda according to the, po- Administration soirees had
Boyce Swann. father of MarIllinois:
ut-theShe
of
taught
warm the cockles of your heart
lice report.
vin-Swann of Murray, died sudrokee, Iowa, Junior College and field:.
disclosed that the budget was
(whatever they are).
Damage to the Bridges car
denly of a heart attack yester
in Illinois secondary schools beready, but said not to expect
directApproximately
3,900
WU
on
the
59
rear
was
Mayfield.
end
He
arid
to
the
day
in
fore joining the Murray State
its presentation for another two
to
the
Marmailed
Gries
will
be
Trenholm
car
on
the
front
end.
years of age.
Anyway, you remember George staff.
weeks. The budget was not deMonday at 4:30 p. m. a two
Mr. and Mrs. Swann had just
Rice, Murray State University
Active in the Methodist shall and Calloway County sublivered to the 1968 General Aswith
compared
3,600
scribers
vehicle collision occurred on
returned from Florida over the
football team captain. This big Church, Miss Whitnah has alA record low of minus five the South Side Manor patting sembly'until mid-February, midfellow, 6'2" and 215 pound of- so been involved in the com- mailed in 1969. Approximately, weekend and had visited' their
recorded
degrees
in
was
Murlot.
,
(Continued on Pam 14)
fensive tackle on the Racer munity remedial reading pro- 1,200 directories will be mailed son here in Murray on Sunday;
ray early this morning, accordVehicles involved were a
squad, was badly injured on last gram and the campaign by the to the Cottage Grove and Pur- Mr. Swann works at Driver
ing
to
lanai
John
offiE.
Scott,
1963 Chevrolet convertible driJune 1 in an accident at 12th Friends of Library to improve year subscribers compared with Motor Company in Mayfield and
cial weather observer.
ven by Joseph E. Sons, 500 SoMrs. Swami works at Merit
library facilities for Murray and 1,150 mailed in 1969
and Main.
Scott said the temperature at uth 7th Street, Murray, and a
Clothing. Both had gone to
Calloway County.
8:30 this morning was five de- 1961 International one ton driShe is a member of the DelSubscribers are requested to work yesterday and Mr. Swann
grees above zero and the high ven by Pat Lou Kirks of Murray
It monad for çwhile that
ti kappa Gamma honorary tea- zsill the business office located had, gone by" to pick up his
The Murray Rescue Squad for the past twenty-four hours Route Two.
George was so badly hurt that
directory wife. She "found him in the extinguished
chers
society
and
their
Mayfield
if
the
Kentucky
in
a blaze in a build- was 15 degrees.
he not only woubd never play
Police said that Kirks backed
Lake Section of the American nas not been received by Jar.u- automobile tread.
ing adjoining the home of a
The temperature on the court out from a parking place and
football again, but more than
Calloway
from
Originally
Chemical
Society
and has been ..ry 15, 1970.
resident south of Coldwater square was eleven degrees at hit the Sons car that was parkthat, he would not even be able
County, Mr. Swann was .born last night
a memaer of the American As10:25 this morning.
about nine o'clock.
to get around.
ed on the lot.
in the Sinking Spring area. He The squad
sociation of University ProfessThe snowfall which came on
was
called
Damage to the Chevrolet was
out
in
formerly managed WNGO ra- near zero
ors
George says he not only will
weather after a de- -Tuesday 'was recorded at three on the right front fender and
dio station in Mayfield. He was fective
flue set the ceiling and iaches by Scott and has not no damage was reported to the
get back on his feet, but he is
By GLEN CARPENTER
one of eleven children and has 'upper
melted due to the extreme cold truck.
floor on fire.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (tist — U.
planning to play football again.
•••••••••••••*
many relatives here in CalloDamage to the building was weather.
If George says it, we believe it.
The police were called to 4th Gov. Wendell H. Ford wasn't
Dr. James P.'Woodard of the way.
ininor. The building was owned Highway crews were out yes- and Chestnut yesterday at 7:12 surprised by Gov. Louie B.
chil
two
survived
by
He is
Music Faculty at Murray State
by Mrs. Alma Cooper, Route terday salting the highways and a, m to a traffic collision, but Nunn's State of the CommonNew there we got off on a
dren, Mrs. Kenneth Sasseen of
Seven, Mayfield, located in Cal- putting cinders in various in- no report was filed by the of- wealth address and as far as
tangent, which is not hard to (12CS0412) BEAUFORT, S. C. University' will present a pro(FHTNC) Dec. 23—Marine Pri- gram Df piano music at the Re- Mayfield and Marvin Swann of loway County near Coldwater. tersections which helped the ficers.
the . state's top elected Demovate First Class David L. Belch- cital Hall in the Fine Arts Murray.
(Continued on Palm 14)
Squad members said the re- traveling conditions in the city
crat was concerned, "there was
of
Home
The
Byrn
Funeral
er, husband of the former Miss Building on Thursday,'January
nothing new 43 it."
sidents had already started a and county.
Mayfield has charge of arrange
Linda R. Bennett
.
Hazel, Ky, 8 at 8:00 p.m.
Schools were closed in the
"I don't believe he told us
bucket brigade which helped
ments
not
complete
which
are
is serving with Headquarters The program will feature:the.
anything new tonight that we
to keep the fire from getting Lalioway County System on
at
this
time. --and Headquarters Squadron at recently composed "Partita"-for
didn't already know," Ford said
worse before the arrival of the Tuesday and were closed again
the Marine Corps Air Station piano by -- Dr. Woodard. This
today. Supt: Fred Schultz . of
after Nunn's speech Tuesday
squad.:
David Coker,j age 17, was night. -"He enumerated a lot of
work wae tommissioned by the
In Beaufort, S. C.
the Murray City Schools said
,
s'Music Teachers AssThe squadron is an element Kentuckj.
the schools were closed today treated at the emergency room problems but he gave no solu*
of the Second Marine Aircraft ociation in 1969 and was first
for the professional in-service of the Karray..Cailoway County tions." ,
Wing which provides air sup- Performed in November in Lextraining of the teachers.- This Hospital on lidonillay at 7:25 p. But another prominent Dem-•
port for Fleet Marine Force. ington fOr the KMTA reinventocrat voho Advocated Nunn's canhad been scheduled, for Thurt-,
Funeral services for Finis
•
*Coker of 1007 Main Street had didacy, former Gov. Albert B.
ion. The "Partite" consists of
day, but due to the weather
Mrs. Glaillya Crowley of Mur- Atlantic units.
one
Collins
at
today
were
held
five of the movements of the
conditions the day was changed hit his head on the windsTildid Chandler, who attended the adclaimed by
ray
at the chapel of the Mat
traditianal Baroque suite. These p.
to Wednesday. Classes at Mur- in a car accident, according to dress before a joint session of
death this morning at.: one o'Home
Churchill
Funeral
11,
The Murray'Fire Department ray City Schools
movements are Overture, Allethe '70 General Assembly, said,
will resume hoapital officials.
clock at the Mar:ray-Calloway
The hospital said that since "I think it was a faTr appraisal
mande, Courante,• Sarabande with Elder Bill Threet officiat- was called out_this morning on Thursday.
County Hospital.
ing.
shortly after midnight to the
and Gigue.
The University Selvool was in the snow had fallen that sev- of what he's bee-n able to do
She was 74 years of age. Her
The eoncert will also include Pallbearers were R. C. Mil- home of Itickie Claw* at 502 session today, but the buses did eral persens Pd been treated during the pa-it two years. I
husband, Fred Crowley, died in
ler, 0. L. Collins, Bill -Collins South Mt Street.
for falls, but no broken bones think it was fine. straight for.
not run.
411,640 1952. Sne was bo.a IA Gerald T. Parker, son of five "Etudes" of Chopin, "Ond- Ed Collins, Durward Cook, and
tk- • -.
ine"
from
"Gaspard
de
ward."
la
Nuit"
Anna
Murray,
SDOW
Flirter
is
Mrs.
of
fall
continued
to
in the had been reported as yet.
March 5, 1805 in Calloway
Recorth
,the • -fire departof Ravel, and the "Moonlight Anton Herndon. Burial was in ment said
"Pair'is no bombshell to us
thar-aui oil heater mountains of extreme eastern
county and_ her parents were now serving with the United
the Hicks Cemetery with the
and we are delighted that we
the late Robert Franklin Lay- -States Navy at Guantanamo Bay, Sonata", Opus 27, No. 2, of Irrangements by the Max H. was on fire, but very little dam- Kentucky Wednesday, but has
Beethoven.
are getting it this early," Ford
cox and lone Rowlett. Laytiox. Cuba.
age resulted. Water was used ended over western and central
Churchill Funeral Home.
The concert is free and open
said of Nunn's surprise anand
most
of
the
Survivors are one'sisteeinto
Bluegrass
extinguish
areas
the
flames.
C011ins, age 79, died Monda.,
nouncement he was to present
Parker has been in the Navy to the public.
of. Kentucky.
law. Mrs. Curtis Larne of
at 4:20 p. m. at the Convalesfor sixteen. years. lie ia k_gratrucks with eight regu(Continued on Page 14)
All_highways in the state
Naskyille, Tenn.; severalcent Division of the. Murrayservices
rtinerat
for
T. 0.
and nephews int-hiding Leon- duate oft. College High School,
Calloway County Hospital.. One lar firemen answered the call. were either snow packed or icy (Jack) Bannister, 86-year-old
*
* -*
Monday at two p. JO. the fire- and hazardous today; following
ard Boyd of Mumy Route Five; now Vniversitr-Behool, in the
Aster, Mrs. Horace Miller of
Mayfield cztpenter who was
.
tile local cousin, Bill Thomp- ciasia Of 1954.
Murray, and several nieces and men were thfled to 1612 Col- the all-day snowfall Tuesday killed in a traffic accident Monlege Farm Road to a grass fire, which dumped more than 'four
son of Murray.
nephetvs are survivors.
which was out on arrivir of the _riches of-the white - duff in day evening, will be conducted
His Wife, the former.Brenda Jennifer Trotter and Jan ReaFuneral arrangements are inat 2:30 p. m.'Thursday at Robfiremen,
some sections of, the state.
complete, but friends may call Si* Lockhart, daughter of Mrs. gan of Murray are pledging
erts Funeral Chapel by Rev
Nadine
The
Downey
Pine
Cipus
of
NanOw,swill
end toliay In James Tharp. Burial will be Is
at the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorFRANXF0RT, K. (UPI) —
Bluff Shores, and their two ority at Murray State Univereastern Kentucky, while
Hume.
few Maplewood.
of Public
KNOW
YOU
NOW
children, Tommy and Sherry, sity.
flurries redevelop over the east Pallbearers will rbe J. R. Bar The state Depatneet
Information Annouriced- today
•
left December 3 to join him at
central...arts of-the state.
Miss Trotter, daughter of Mr.
-ley. Alton Rodgers, Claytor Gov Louie B. Nunn's executive
Murray Woodmen of the 14 United Press Intern/114HW'
HILARY PATIONT
Guantanamo-- Bay for his two and Mrs John H. Trotter of 313
Cole, Hugh Washarn, Loin! budget message will be telecast
World Camp.,592 will hold it
V
Year of ,service there.
*
*
North,Sixth Street, is a fresh- regular' mil:Ably meeting on On Broadway in Galveston,
Lookoisky and W. L Shipwash at 8:30 p.m. over the full net• Tommy Cavitt is-listed in sat.
man pre pharmacy major.
MEET CANCELL50 _
Mr. Bannister leaves his wife work of the Kentucky educaThursday, January 8, at 'seven . tea:, shortly before you_hit the
iMactory condition this morning
Also a freshman is Miss Rea- p.m. at the WOW Hall.
interstate klatiSay to Houston,
.Mrs. Rosie Bannister; a daugh tional television system.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Farina and children'had gan, who is majoring in biology.
Following the business mP-ct is a larger outdoor advertising The Garden Department of ter, Mrs. William L. Shipwash.
Nunn wa.a to deliver....11ie ad
Hoepiialy- Geri*, -rust oilmen -at been rending in Murray-with She Is the daughter Of Mi. an
..,— MiffieIdi„"a hat-brothel', dress before a. joint session of
ine refreshments will be ser‘ sign eiüflitjj,j diPaRing
the 'Autrey City Hall. sufferetl Mrs. Anna Parker for three Mrs. Johnny Reagan at 1118
torists,
"Spend
It In-Galveston cancelled its regular meeting Allen Watkins, Kirksey, Rt. 1; the 1970 Generak Assembly at
ed. All Members are invited •
;.0 heart attack last week,
month,
going tc Cuba. Fairlane Drive.
— 1
and,four grandchildren;
ciBig-Ezioughr! - ifiiii-Thursday-at two sink
1 p.m.
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Miss Whitnah
Is Honored

KAMER REMIT Average- Of
$36.85 For
Tobacco Sale

courthouse Offices
To Close Saturdayi
Sheriff Available

Governor Gives
Budget Today

Sister Of Local
Woman Succumbs

Shrub Damaged In
Collision On Olive
Boulevard Tuesday

Newcomers Club To
See Film At Meet

Telephone Books
Mailed In County

Boyce Swami

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

, Passes Away
On Tuesday

Mercury Dips To Minus 5
Degreg Here Early_ Today
Rescue Squad Is
Called To Cooper
Place Last Night

Reactions To

.Nunati Address
Are Varied

David L. Belcher
Serving, Beaufort

James P.-Woodard.
To Give Concert

Person Is Treated
At Local Hospital

of

Mrs. CI!
Passes AI*

Collins' Etitek Are
Head Herr Today

Fire Department
Called Out Today

to.

Lt. Gerald Parker
At Guantanamo Bay

Rites Thursday For
"Jack" Bannister

Local Girls,Pledge
Sigma Sigma Sigma

Budget Message
To"- Be Telecast

WOW Camp 592 To
Meet On Thursday

4
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WEDNESDAY -- JALLIARyL_L970
HOSPITAL BENEFITS HIKED-,
Without any increase in dues,
the Blue Cross Hospital Plan*
adding two more types of ben&
fits for state employee enrolled
under compreystve certificates,
The new coverage will be In.
and heart-patient
e both in hospitals. The new
benefits went into effect Jan, 1
for some 11,000 employes now
under the comprehensive coverage. Some 400 still under the
old coverage can switch to cornprehenSive with its added bene.
fits anytime this month.

ALMANAC

THE LEDGER 61. TIMES

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHUNG COMPANI
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Callow* 'Fimea, and
The Times-Herald. October 20. Ina, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1942.
103 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42971

By United Press International

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISKER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,

or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
interest of our readers.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500 4
Madiaon Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Stephenaon Bldg., Detroit, MichEntered at the Poet Office, Murray. Kentucky, fox transmission
as
Second Class Matter „
SLTBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
35e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per
year, $5-50:
Zones 1 & 2, 913.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service
subscriptions $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Cemmunity
*Abe
Integrity ef its Newspaper"

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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WEDNESDAY - JANUARY 7, 1970

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

TIday is Wednesday, Jan. 7,
the 7th day of 1970 with 358
more to follow.
The moon is new.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
- The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1789 George Washington
was elected the first President
of the United States.
In 1918 Nikolal Lenin established a dictatorship of the
proletariat and abolished the
constitutent assembly of the
Soviet Union,
In 1927-regular trans-Atlantic
telephoie service began between New York and London.
In 1967 U.S. combat troops in
Vietnam entered the Meicong
River delta for the first time.
--A thought for the day: Andre
Maurois said, "Modesty and
unselfishness, these are virtues
which men praise, and pa-ss
by."

STRIKE SETTLED -Starting his
second term as mayor of
New York City, John Lindsay, wearing a mod tie, announces settlement of a contract between the Transit
Authority anct--tvtO unions.
averting a strike by 35.000...
bus and sub*.ay employes.

Hole Story

Photo by Steve Mitchell
IT TAKES A STEADY NERVE—Collecting hp6y from his 15 hives reAbout 11,602 acres of Calloway County cropland will be held out
Time was, clothes were
quires Harlin Robinson, Ashland (right),
proach his bees with respect
of production in 1960 under Conservation Reserve contracts.
from motto in winter.
safe
Demonstrating his honey collecting
U0 to J. Robert Miller, commisJ. C. Madrey died January 4 at Ann Arbor, Mich. The funeral
today, with houses as
But
sioner, Department of Agriculture (left), and Gov. Louie B. Nunn, Robinson
services will be held at Green Plains Church of Christ here.
-well heated as they are,
is carrying proper equipment used when working with the hives. He preBirths reported are a E,irl to Mr. and Mrs. William Edwards
When pursued. jack rabbits moths thrive during winter
sented a jar of his prize-winning honey to Goverflor Nunn.
and a toy to Mr. and Mrs. J. Prentice Holland.
have been clocked-at 40 Mires' months. Take precautions
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edwards of Hazel announctkhe engagement
per hour, covering 15 to 20 year-round.
of their daughter, Marlene, to Glen Beach, son of Mr. and Mrs.
'
feet in one leap.
011is Beach of Murray.
CRACKDOWN GETS RESULTS
SYMPATHY PAYMENTS
A Madlsonvillelarage inspector was fined $225 for issuing a
* TODAY *
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
moto orthicle safety sticker wiState Department says the
I,' a proper inspection. A Louthru Saturday
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
United States has made symisville man was fined $113 for
pathy
payments
of
$6,100
as
a
Illegal possession of a safety
result of Cambodians being
In Mit %creel' lilendor...The most magnificent picture ewe
sticker.
e
killed or wounded in border
Deputy Director John Parrott
The icy fingers of 44
• DAVID 0 SELINICKS
ed Calloway
winta rietterday
PP%
161.i.A. I MI,
••••
••••••,
incidents in which U.S. forces
County with one of the worst sleet and ice s ms in many years. cited these as prime cases in a
FRANKFURT, Ky. A hobby that were involved.
six-month
motor
vehicle paid off for Harlin Robinson,
drive by
Calloway County's quota for the l95çMrch of Dimes has been
set at $2,750.00, E. F. Settle, counfy campaign director, said. inspection officers to weed shady Ashland, is honeybees. They pro- Department spokesman Carl
Bartel said Monday the
"Scout of Death Valley"
,e first episode of the new serial, service stations and their opera- duce prime Kentucky honey takUnited States is in the process
"Congo Bill, King of the J
e,"is showing at the Capitol Theatre. tors from the program as the ing top honors In statewide col
.- of making additional payments
H. 0. Blalock of C
Ohio, formerly of Murray, will speak result of a "get-tough" order petition.
t
"
CLARK CABLE
of $2,950. The payments were
Safety
by
Commissioner
Public
on "The Bible" o
the local radio station.
Robinson has almost one arid made on the basis of
$400
for
a
1LEIGII
11VIEN
William 0, Newman,
a half million bees producirf death and $100
to $150 for a
LESLIE IKMARD
approximately 1,500 pounds V wounding.
honey with each successful floif. During 1969 Cambodia
OLIVIAdeILXVILIAND
1041) 3411111OR All Wit
Famed
explorer
George There are seven flows per year, protested about 300 alleged
Rogcsit Clark gave Louisville, Twenty years ago, Robinson Incidents.
.Ky., its name in honor of Louis.became interested in bee keeping and ordered a 3 pound packXVI of France.
age
of bees. With the help of his
* * *
Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature?
barber, Robinson assembled the
- Matthew 6:27.
hman languages .are spo- hives. Robinson became mole
Our thoughts can't change our physical appearance, but they can
engrossed in his hobby as he
ken in .uthetn Africa.,
change what's in our hearts.
checked the daily progt•ess of
his bees.
Soon Robinson purchased additional bees. A bee colony consists of a queen, male bees(drones),
and the worker bees;The worker
bees are under developed females
who perform the task of collecting nectar and pollen, building
cells and feeding the young.
The drope is destroyed after
a one-time Mating with thequeen.
The average life of a worker bee
Is six to eight weeks, Me life
•
of the worker is short as it re.
quires 80,000 two -mile round
trips to gather enough nectar
for one pound of honey.
4
A queen is able to produce
between 1,000 to 2,000 eggs a
day She may mother as many
as 100,000 bees in one hive.
IL
The queen is a result of product selection with workers feeding royal jelly into larva in large
amounts.Royal jelly is expensive
and sells on the cosmetic market
at $16 an ounce.
-Tiring the Kentucky State Fair
In Louisville thE year, Robinson
-••• -"V •
UNITED STATES JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF Members of the U.S.-Jnint Chiefs of Staff pose at
won ten blue ribbons and the
the Pentagon in Washington. They are ifrom .lefto Gen. John D. Ryan, Air Force; Adm.
sweepstakes trophy for his prime
Thomas H. Moorer, Navy; Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, chairman; Gen. William C. WestmoreKentucky honey. Previously his
land. Army. and Gen. Leonard F Chapmarr Ir.-. It/urine Corps: '
honey took top honors in le'
Greenup County Fair -and the
regional fair at Morehead.
Robinson is employed with
ARMCO Steel Corporation and
has been with the company for
A TEARFUL THEORY
30 years.
"Few people know that man
owes his existence to honeybees.
If bees did not pollinate plant
life, it would cease to grow and
would not produce life-supportaway from the original ,glob of malign
HOIJRFON (UP!): A team of geoloing oxygen," Robinson said.
moon,
rhate,rial.'
moon
gists suggelted today that the
Then, as tinte 'passed, Smith said,
began as a molten liquid ball and grew
heayyliquids rich in iron sank towar_cl_.
in a series of layers like skins on an
the center to create
A thin
SCENIC ROADS GROUP NAMED
onion as it cooled and solidified.
crust then formed at the surface.,and
the moon began to cool.
The theory, based on a study of the
Governor' Nunn announced the"
Heavier minerals . crystallized --and
first moon rocks returned from the
appointment of lOat-largememb.
sank toward the moon's renter forming
lunar surface, added fresh fuel to the
a successive series of mineral shells,
ers to the Kentucky Scenic Roads
debate about whether the moon evolved
according to the theory, leaving a conCommission which Is charged
from a hot liquid or has'always been a
centration of irop and titanium in the
cold solid mass.
ith lit, preservation of scenic
still molten portion. -Feldspar minerals,. and unspoiled Kentucky rural
\ Dr. Joseph V. Smith of.the Univerthen solidified* and since they we
Ally of Cnicago proposed the idea of
roads no longer adequate for
lunar evolution in a paper prepared for .._ hghter.than the liquid, they..-rose to
Inter-metropolitan traffic,
the opening session of an unprecedent- =NMI alhicker-Crust.
They will be joined by five
ed conference on the scientific results . "During this process. meteorlties hit
representatives of the State Hithe moon with such force that the crust
of the Apollo 11 moon landing.
ghway Department, including Cowas ruptured and the 'molten liquid
In, another paper, Mitzunobti Tatmmissioner Eugene Goss, in esflowed onto the stirface." Smith said.*
sumate of the U. S. Geological Survey
A part of the revenue from
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
This, he suggested: (mined the moon's
tablishment_ of a registrar of
the sale ofithe Edition
al Denver, Cole., said radioottve--esting
VISI dell seas with the ritgged hiehland
preserved
roads
to
be
"In
their
will
material
for
he given to the Jacksari Purchase
this Edition for many months. Many
methods show some of the moon rocks. areas regeaenting part of -the original
Historical
present stale" as "gateways to
Vardened 4.8 billion -pars ago--alsout
crust. .
people throughout the area contributed material.
Society to assist them in their
recreation and scenic beauiY."
continuing their efforts
the time accepted for the birth of -the
•
IN THE FINAL ;4TACE of lunar deTime did not permit the use of some material which
to gather and preserve the
solar syetem.
history of the Jackson
velopment, the thehry goes, a tliiitjayer
ASSOCIATE'WARDEN
ACTING
the
Society
hopes
Purchase.
to
use
This newspaper appreciates
at
a
BEFORE NEIL A. ARMSTRONG
later
date.
This
124-page
of liquid was trapped between the crust _
the tremendous
NAMED
and-Edwin E. Aldrin landed on ,the
and-core. This liquid-was presumably
Edition is in newspaper torm with' advertising from
work of the Historical Society
in this unusual
Innen in July, the rage estimates for
pulled 'to one side-4 of the moon—the
A correctional cifffcer-of the
area-businesses. Several hundred pictures aQd several
-lunar surface rocks ell in the millionsundertaking Micro film copses of this
side facing carLtbji th. gravity or
-Edition as wen
bf-yeart '-category-not billions. The
of Correctkins with
Department
celestial body, prebablyno
hundred
thousand
as
words
are
used
bound copies will be presented to ergo
in
the
-edition' to
oldest rocks known on earth are about
_•
the grade of captaim N. C. Her.
fibrin-les for 3.3 billion pars old. •
tell a portion of the history of this eight coutity MS.
use in their counties "by
ndon, 54, a native of Cobb, Cald•••Mateorite impact could only tap
inotniSlill 1440111114 Mid •'
• Smith, who developed the moon
the liquid on the side facing the earth,
well County, has been named
, Much of the material is new and the entire edition is
histbrtans The Society appreciates the
theoTv witblbe aid. of tato colleagues. thus-ex lainieg why there are seas only,
public's
. - ucting associate warden for also
the largest volume in one edition covering the
NS. A. T.-AnitursTon-lid RObeH-NO*. --tin
tar side," Smith said. "On the..
contributions to the Edition and regrets that
tody at Kentucky State Penitensome of
ton. said the -lunar rock and mineral
far, side of the moon. the .crust as
tiaiy, Eddy %rills. Herndon fe'
Purchase ever compiled. the material was too late to
'111/nplWr.criuttined tedteata that lister -thirk -Iltd--1011traiRrflielactrites merely.
be incorporated in the
places K. C. Clapp who reitgaet
and- other volatile substances boiled. .blasted traters.".
history
I
tollsin
adr•
th
e
home
return
to
ujavo
•

20 Years Ago Today

Honey Takes
Top Honors
Across State

tittIPM

"GONE WITH
THE WIND"

-Bible Thoughtfor Today

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's

a

Jackson
Purchase

mai sith

141
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College
By United

Purdue 90 1
Iowa 107 to
Upsets. 75 C
Rider 79 St.
Dal, St. 98
Davidson 11
Iowa St. 72
Quhanipiac I
Illinois 94 II
Prvidnce 6!
Louisvl 68
Union Ky. a:
Tenn. St. 9!
Tex. A&M
Marquette /
Citadel 53
Wm.diMary
Md. St. 10
Neb. WslYn
PrUnd St.
Boise St. 7
Feet Car, 81
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Colts Hire New
General Manager

BALTIMORE (UPI) - The
Baltimore Colts, who will join
the new American Conference
National
reshaped
of the
NEW YORK (UP- Fullback rushing.
season,
next
Football
League
Ankle
surgery
performed
in
Jim Nance of the Boston
manager
a general
Patriots, who rebounded from February of 1969 repaired the hired
major ankle surgery to finish damage, inatTirith the aid of a Tuesday with 10 years expersecond in the league in rushing, 900-calorie a day diet and some ience in the junior league.
Klosterman, general
Don
today was named the American extensive bicycle riding, Nance
Oilers
Football League's Comeback recovered in time for the manager of the Houston
since 1966, was named to the
Player of the Year for 1969 by opening of training camp.
The big fullback experienced same executive post in BaltiUnited Press International.
The 26-year-old Nance re- some difficulty in the early part more to replace Harry Hulmes
acting general
ceived 11 votes for comeback of training and was forced to who had been
years.
honors in a balloting conducted wear a special shoe to protect mainager for two
son of
Steve Rosenbloom
Of 22 sports writers who the ankle, but by keeping his
Colts' owner Carroll RosenCovered the AFL regularly. weight down to a professional
bloom, announced at a news
Defensive tackle Tom Keating low of 245 pounds he was ready
Moster man
conference that
oef Oakland finished second with for the start of the season.
Keating, a six-year veteran, was brought in "to bring the
tour votes and running back
world championship back to
Floyd Little of Denver received had an outstanding season after
Baltimore where it belongs."
cam1968
missing
the
entire
three,
He said Klosterman will have
The
injury.
an
ankle
paign
with
Linebacker Nick Buoniconti
full responsibility for contract
of Miami was named on two 6-foot-2, 247-pound tackle re- negotiations, signings and draftballots while Boston quarter- calved All-League second team ing college prospects.
back Mike Tallaferro and wide honors and was instrumental in
Houston, K.S. "Bud"
In
receiver Marlin Briscoe of Oakland's climb to the Western Adams, Oiler owner, wished
title.
Division
Buffalo each got one vote.
Klosterman well and said there
Nance, who led the league in
would be no immediate succesrushing in 1966 and 1967, missed
sor.
over half of the 1968 seasan
Until a replacement 'slanted,
Major College
with an ankle injury suffered in
Oiler aide John Collins will
the final pre-season game
Cage Ratings
'assume responsibility for the
the Philadelphia Eagles
team in his new capacity as
Managed only 593 yards L..
executive vice president
-

EKE REM WINS
ROCHE AWARD

sll

Canadiens
Beat Kings
-

e-
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MURRAY. KENTUCKi-

Kentucky Wesleyan
Holds Onto First

Willis Reed Paces Knicks
To Tenth Straight Victory

NEW YORK(UPI)- Howard
Payne College has begun to
make its presence known
Willis Reed gave another 15-point deficit in the second
among the nation's small
MONTREAL(UPI)- Jacques
demonstration Tuesday night of half.
college basketball teams.
Lemaire, the National Hockey
will be the starting Oscar Robertson's 29 points
The Yellow Jackets from why he ,
League's leading goal scorer, Brownwood, Tex., unbeaten in center for the East team in the paced the Royals' attack while
countered his 21st marker of 14 games, moved up to the No, National Basketball Associa- Tom Van Arsdale scored 24 and
the season Tuesday night as the 5 ranking in the fifth weekly tion's All-Star game on Jan. 20 veteran Johnny Green added 21.
Montreal Canadiens defeated balloting today by the 35- at Philadelphia.
Van Arsdale's brother, Dick,
the Los Angeles Kings, 4-3, to member United Press Interna- Read scored 25 points and led the Suns with 30 points and
pulled down 22 rebounds ta,.Gall Goodrich chipped in wail
move to within one point of the tional Board of Coaches.
the New York Knicks' 26..
second-place Boston Bruins in
pacing
Paced by Fred Davis, a 6
the National Hockey League's foot-5 scoring machine from 10th straight over the Bullets
Atlanta broke away from a
Eastern Division.
Oakland, Calif., Howard Payne over a two season period, and 55-55 tie with Seattle midway
Lemaire's goal broke a Z-2 crushed Baptist Christian,94-75, fourth this campaign, and through the third period to beat
tie. It came on a power play and edged Texas A&I, 90-$6, to upped New York's lead in the the Sonics and open up a six
1
2 games game lead
with only 18 seconds remaining jump from 10th to fifth. Davis, Eastern Division to 6/
in the Western
l
in the second period. Bobby who hit for 51 points against over idle Milwaukee.
Envision. Bill Bridges led the
Rousseau fed Lemaimt. with a Bishop Ctalege earlier this Elsewhere in the NBA, Hawks with 26 points and 22
goal-mouth pass in front 011.011 Season, is averaging nearly 30 Cincinnati rallied Mr a 128-124 rebounds while Bob Boozer had
triumph over Phoenix; Atlanta 21 points for Seattle.
Angeles net minder -Getty points per game.
and ChicaDesjardins and Lemaire blasted
Chicago rallied in the final
Kentucky Wesleyan remained beat Seattle, 101-97,
the puck into the net from close first in the ratings for games go downed Los Angeles,-105-100. quarter for its win over the
Reed had plenty of help on Lakers as Clem Haskins' field
range.
played through Saturday, Jan.
The Canadians took an early 3. Ashland was second again offense as- veterans Dick goal with 1:34 left to play put
2-0- lead with goals just 27 while S.F. Austin held on to Barnett and Dave DeBusschere the Bulls ahead for good at 100each collected 21 points while
seconds apart in the waling third.
chipped in
with 19 m8.Cfo
Walt ,
Frazier_„,„.
period. Rookie Lucien Grenier Puget Sound moved_ up to .,„„..
r
an het
,, ,_„,„ 9
registered his first NHL goal on ,...
"ass
"
.,;;;,' Nib Love added 23 to The
'
"
eawg
followed by Howard Pull
m
Bradley,
the
Knicks'
a backhand drive and Ralph 7Zyne, Evansville,
es:
Wer
Jer
threy Lak
Gan;
Chicago
eci 37 attack. tor
:_'_tani
16\puinta._______7,46
;
--cheynei starter, had
Baekstrom converted John Fere-Eastern New mearen
Cinclimati used one of its and passed the /8 000 point
guson's pass into a score.
State and American Internato catch
rallies making
Ferguson, who returned to tional to complete the top 10. patented
career.
up a mark for his NBA*'
Phoenix, this time
the Montreal lineup after being
Five coaches from each of
out of action several weeks the seven geographical areas of
with a broken thumb, added a the nation comprise the UPI
goal on a power play late in the ratings board. Each week they
_,
game.
select the top 10 teams in the
Los Angeles' Ted Irvine made nation, with points awarded on
tally
only
the score 2-1 with a
a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis on
three seconds before the end of votes from first through 10th.
the first period. And Skip
Krake tied the • score 2-2
midway through the second
Gete Witickis
trr
-ei
. _Ate. _St.T
flake dinals posted the Tiest
Leon Rochefo
th=r1out the battinifirewThrage ever timed in
with 28 117 a
scoring for
t-year player when lie'
seconds left to play.
hit .373 in 1930.

7thalekerBullswaswihthigh24Wandint

.....411(11117

NEW YORK (UPI)-The
Walter Johnson of the Wznsli
United Press Internatieeal top
20 small college basketball ington Senators won 36 game,
teams with first place votes in m the 1939 season.
parentheses: (Fifth week).
Points
Team
......a....41,0.0.14.‘tm.••••••••••••prt4u1.r.fmr.,4••,.. ,tr:/
(
t,warieyawt215,' '"138'
p
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Mike
277
2. Ashland (4)
Reid, the rugged Penn State 3. S.F. Austin (2)
249
defensive tackle who helped the 4, Puget Sound (1)
158
Nittany Lions run their unbea- 5. Howard Payne(1)
141
ten streak to 30 games with a 6. Evansville (1)
137
104
10-3 victory over Missouri in 7. Gannon
the Orange Bowl, today was 8. Eastern New Mex.
73
to comment on his early 33By 'MILTON RICHW'
selected the outstanding line- 9, Chyney St.
50
yarder to Gene Washington and
IJPI Sports 7/pier
man in college football for 1969 10. American Intl
45
he immediately said:
by the Washington Touchdown 11. Southwest MLssouri
41
"Actually it was a poorly
NEW ORLEANS(UPI)- The
30 nation's newest Super Joe isn't thrown ball but Gene made a
Club.
13. St, Mary's (Tex)
Reid will receive the club's 14. Eastern Michigan
25 at all like the old one.
great catch."
coveted Knute Rociale Award 15. Oglethorpe
24
Those who saw him Sunday
Joe Kapp is a fighter, not a
22 lover.
at the group's 35th annual IS. Central (0.) St.
couldn't help but be impressed,
Purdue to a 90-74 triumph over
20
awards banquet Saturday night 17, Assumption
particularly by Kapp's typically By United Press International Wisconsin and
That's just for openers.
evened the
at the Sheraton Park Hotel.
18
18. Louisiana Tech
Ha doesn't have that quick to-hell-with-it collision with Jim
Illinois didn't make many Boilermakers' Big Ten record a
Archie Manning, quarterback 19. Central Washington
11 release either, nor is he The Houston, Cleveland's burly 245for the University of Mississip- 20. Trinity (Tex.)
10 classic passer or classic leader. pound linebacker. Kapp had the shots Tuesday night, but the 1-1. Clarence Sherrod topped
pi, will be honored by the club - Others receiving five or more All he does is move a tell club ball, was threading the sideline way the Mini were connecting, Wisconsin with 21 points as
as the top college back of 1969. p o int e Valparaiso, Young- and if you have to ask how you and easily could have skipped too many shots weren't neces- Purdue posted its 26th straight
homecourt victory.
TOrn Harmon, Michigan All- stown, South Dakota State, must have missed seeing him out with Houston looming dead sary.
Illinois set a School field goal Eighth-ranked Houston, beAmerica and winner of the Tennessee A&I, Jackson State, move the Minnesota Vikings ahead, but instead he plowed
Touchdown Club's 1940 Walter Northern Arizona, Whittier, Into the Super Bowl Sunday straight into the Cleveland percentage mark by hitting on hind 011ie Taylor's 40 points,
Camp Award as the best back, Boise State, Maryland State, with a ridiculously easy 27-7 linebacker, who went down as if 40 of 59 attempts for a .679 completed a successful four
vfill be master of ceremonies Seattle Pacific, 'Alcorn A&M win over the Cleveland Browns he had been hit by a telephoae mark in drubbing Indiana, 94- game trip to Hawaii by
for the affair.
74. The win improved the thumping an armed forces All.and.Stetson.
pole.
In frigid Mnmeapolis.
Reid was previously honored
seasdn mark to 9-2 and Star team, 120-90; 13th-ranked
Doeq Nothing Right
as the Maxwell Trophy winner
gave
them
a share of the Big Marquette overcame a one"The guk 'doesia't do anything
Ten lead with Iowa with a 2-0 point halftime- deficit to beat
and was named the top interior
NFLer.
"He
one
right,"
says
record.
lineman in the nation by the SITS OUT GAME
• Loyola of Chicago 85-72 and
rolls out when he should stay in LA MONICA REPLACED
14th - ranked Davidson used
Mike
points,
Football Writers Association of
19
Price,
with
,
.
the pocket; he throws the ball
Mike Maloy's 36 points to top
NEW YORK (UPI)-Joe
America. He was also a first
Illinois
players
as
one
of
six
OAKLAND,
Calif. (VPIYwith his right foot forward
team choice on the UPI All- math will sit out the AFL All.. Instead of his left, and he Ulnae ,4monica, the Oakland In double figures. Pride was George Washington, 112-88, for
the Wildcats' 50th consecutive
Star Game in Houston on Jan,
America squad.
more physical Raiders' quarterback who suf- helped by Greg Jackson -with victory at home.
17, the New York Jets makes far
17, Rick Howatt, 18; Randy
right
to
his
fered
an
injury
,sensible
than
any
contact
Louisville scored a Missouri
announced Monday.
it all wrist in the American Football Crews, 13, Fred Miller, 13, and Valley triumph over St. Louis
The Jets said Namath is quarterback should, bt11
with 10. Joe
Bob
Windmiller
pulled
out
of
League
title
game,
seems to come out -all Melt."
College Basketball Results resting This knees during the And then some.
the AFL AU-Star Genie 'Thee- -Cooke led „bait= with 19 y tripping the Billikens, 68-65,
Bacon's 18
Henry
By United Press International month of- January'prior to an • To triumphant Vikings, al- day. West Coach -Lou Saban of points as theftoosiers never led behind
edged
Iowa
State
examination to determine whoIn the game and were tied only lots;
a
replacewill
name
Denver
over
established
favorites
Nebraska, 72-70, in Big Eight
ther he will need surgery again. ready
once
at
2-2.
Purdue 90 Wisconsin 74
17
game
at
for
the
Jan.
ment
He has already had three knee the AFL champion Kansas City Houston.
The Hawkeyes kept pace with lay; Texas A&M downed
Iowa 107 Michigan 99
Chiefs for Sunday's Super Bowl
operations.
IWnois
by downing Michigan, rkansas 64-59, in the SouthUpsala 75 CCNY 58
The
Lamonica's
Raiders
said
shoWdown, are due here tomor107-99, behind John Johnson's 34 west Conference opener for
Rider 79 St. Joseph's 73, cet.
•
row but don't expect the same wrist is fix a cast and he
points. Fred Brown had 23 and both clubs; Providencegot past
Del. St, 98 Virgieiti St. 78
kind of pre-game predictions wouldn't have been ape to play
Chad Calabria chipped in with Boston College, 65-62; East
Davidson 112 Geo, Wash. 88
"Oakland
Bowl
if
fn
the
Super
from the new Super Joe a.s you
for Iowa
while Rudy Carolina defeated Furman. 81Iowa St. 72 Nebraska 70
beaten
Kansas
City.
had
-got from that other one.
Tomjanovich
led
Michigan
with 66; William 1. Mary topped
Qubmiplac 85 Nichols 59
There is e an occasional
Pittsburgh, 84-73; and The
37.
Illinois 94 Indiana 74
FIRST TO SIGN
similarity between them. Like
Rick Mount's 36 points paced itadel nipped Richmond,-53-51.
Prvidnce 65 Boston Coll. 62
you can get Joe Kapp to talk
Louisvi 68 St. Louis 65
ST. LOWS (UPI).- Second about love if you press him a KNEE OPERATION
Union Ky. 82 Tenn. Wslyn 65
baseman Julian Javier Tuesday bit. The way to do it is tell him
Tenn. St. 95 Ala, A&I 77
LOS ANGELES(UPI)- Doug
became thefirst member of the how everyone underrates the
Tex. A&M 64 Arkansas 59
St. Louis Cardinals to sign his players who compose the Woodlief, a- linebacker for the
Marquette 85 Loyola Chi. 72
Los Angeles Rams, will under.
1970 contract.
Vikings' offensive line.
Citadel 53 Richmond 51
Javier hit a career high of "They may be underrated, go surgery Wednesday for a
Wm4Mary 84 Pittsburgh 73
.282 last season with 42 RBIs but I love 'en all," he says. knee injury suffered in be'
Md. St. 109 Vir.IUtdon 87
and 10 homers. The Cards also
Playoff Bowl Game with the
Has One Thing In Common
announced the -signings of
Joe Kapp does have one thing Dallas Cowboys.
By RICK DU BROW
watched the game - University
Woodlief injured his left knee
infielder Phil Gagliano and in common with The other Joe
Neb. Wslyn 85 Same St. 67
of Southern California fans Rams' victory in
pitchers Santiago Guzman and he tells it like it is. Watching In
the
Prtlnd St. 78 UBC 76
HQLLYWOOD (Imp - The observed that this did not seen
Reggie Cleveland.
Boise St. 79 East Ore. 51
the'lLtm clips immediately after Miami last Saturday.
Nixon administration got off to a very original. purpose for a
66
Furman
81
East Car,
Sunday's contest, he was asked
a good start in 1970 Thursday football team. They felt that this
as Texas defeated Notre Dame, was what USC usually tries to
-11,- in the Cotton Bowl do also, and that it was the
S
ELLENSON NAMED
II tball game televised by Cl. general
practice for most
GAINESVILLE; Fla. (UPI)- You may recall that Pres- teams.
Gene Ellenson, who was passed ident Nixon recently recognized
top.' The commentator also oh
over for -the head' foothill Texas as the nation's
which served- when Texas went over
coaching job at the University college gridiron team,
votes for the winning touchdown, and
of Florida, Tuesday was named may have cost him a few
at. the University' of Southern Notre Dame committed a
executive assistant to Athletic
California and Penn State.
penalty oil the play, that he
'
Director Ray Graves.
At any rate) it was up to thought Texas would decline the
Ellenson had been an assistant to Graves, who was the Texas to-maintain faith in the penalty and accept the score,
judgment. And, as All of the people with whom I
football coach before giving up resident's
•
Notre Dame led Texas late in watched the game agreed that
that post last week. The players
contest,. all
favored Ellenson as...Graves' the Newear's Day whom I the commentator was probably
of the people with
c.
right. And, as it turned out,
replacement but Dojg -1/0S.keY,
agreed his Texas did indeed accept the
the University of -Tennessee Watched the game
on'tie line. victory and decline the penalty
coach, was named to the job. reputation was
•
he couldn't choose
There were other astute
Ellenson said he turned down After. all, if
football team, how moments in the New Year's
the
right
remain
several, other offeirto#01,4+11) •
could you be . sure about the Day football brriatleasts in one
at Florida.
national budget?
commeecial, for instance, an
Well, as you see, Texas pulled assistant basketball' coach in
it out after employing the old Texas was pointed up as a man
at•,
Policy of brinkmanship, and who 'believed in his Buick. All
"Murcury" Moro, "1 NiXon was vindicated in his of- the people with whom I
•
West Tirtioi Stajle'w llllll nil Milli judgment on this national issue. watched the commercial agreed)
So it seems we are in secure that it was truly enlightening to
a rushing total of 3,3811
rolirgo• irarerr for do .,t1 and prophetically correct hands see a film about someone who
.
after all.
believed in his car, ,
' 'JO
tinter ircortl,
•
-•"14rW
:
, •
Nixon's recognition of Texas
In the end, we all agreed that
_
•
as the No. 1 team was it certainly
was nice 'of
OtherVlkings. are tackle
Sunday.
game
KAPP
PAUL
•
MINNaAPOLIS-ST.
mentioned during the game by television to cover the good
and end John Beasley
Alderman
(67)
Grady
Minnesota
ri•
Itea
SCORES PON VIKIIOGS
a , CBS-TV commentator. The news for, a change Mstead of
(97). Browns are End Ron Snidow (1111),
Vikings quarterback Joe Kapp (ii)fins info
linebacker
commentor Doted that the always-reporting aboet treats*
and
(71)
tackle
Walter
Johnson
" the end sena. to score a- first-quarted
jeaRl..4) gn tioriingIraitt
admired • Texas be- sdme people and Oar ratan
'President
Garlington
(A
5
0).
John
. teochdmain against the' Cleveland Browne en
cause it played to win. Some of beliefs.
the MatioMii Football League championship
1-0 record in- 1.0
viljOnl
eecole

I

orts ara e

Illinois Hits 68 Per Cent
From Field To Beat Indiana

WANTED

HAVE you
ANY OF THESE
THINGS TO SELL!

THEY'LL BRING YOU EXTRA CASH
RYBS
Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents
Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Tonics
Jewelry
Bicycles
TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars
Auto TiresAquariums
Row Boats
Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles
Used Trucks
Refrigeratori
Baby Buggies
Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
.--Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment.
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing MachinesHeating Equipment

Nixon Administration Got Off
To Good Start With Texas Win

'
atir

Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipments
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliance*
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets
NOTHING WILL SELL IT FASTER

110P-11

a

THAN

Ivo

AVV,

ER
*WANT ADS
CALL

753-1916

'

SP

•
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Mr. and Mrs. Wayne (Butch).
Thompson of Almo are the par,ants of a baby boy, Monty Lee,
'
weighing seven pounds one
ounce, born on Saturday, Januray 3, at 12:40 p. in. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hoo
Pita"
They have another son, Michael, age twenty months. The
father is employed by Jackie
Burkeen, building contractor.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Lee West of Mur
ray Route Seven, Mrs_ Eupte
Thompson of Almo, and Ron'aid Thompson of Louisville.
; Great grardparents are Roy
Thompson of Murray
; Three, Mr. and Mrs.. B. W. Bur• keen of Almo, and Tommy Hey
of Murray Route Seven.
•••
A baby boy, Bea Charles, Jr.,
weighing eight pounds four
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Charles Mayer, 107
North 4th Street, Murray, on
Sunday, January 4, at 4:11 a.
In. at the Murray-Calloway COunty Hospital.
The new lather is employed
.by the J & S Oil Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bunch of Kenosha,
Wisconsin, and Mrs. Lillian
Schroeder of Leona, Wisconain.
Se.
•
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Walden of Murray Route FOlit anflounce the birth of a baby boy,
Timothy David, weighing five
,pounds eleven ounces, born on
looday. January 5, at 3:50 a. in.
;at the Murray-Calloway County

—

Chapter M of PRO
Meets Saturday
At Sturm Home

WEDNESDAY - JANUARY 7. 1970

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

•

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. Garland Is
Honored Recently
With Shower

Mrs. Kenneth Garland, nee
Mrs. Paul W Sturm and Mrs.
Lena Tucker, a recent bride,
-hostesses
Larne N. Clark were
was the honoree at a delightfor the luncheon meeting of
fully planned household showChapter M of P E.O. Sisterhood,
er held at the home of Mrs.
.11M0. •••••..
ea.mina
Saturday, January 3, at the
Jerry Humphreys on Saturday,
Lane.
Meadow
on
home
Sturm
January 3, at two o'clock in the
Rart,
presided
George
Mrs.
afternoon.
Mrs.
over the business meeting.
Bill Wood was received as a
The gracious bodeeses for
member of Chapter M from
the occasion were Mrs. HumphChapter BY in Kansas. Dr. Bevand Mrs. Claude Vaughn.
The Lottie Moon Group o
erly Fowler, formerly of MurMissionary Society
Woman's
..the bridal evert the honthe
to
desnit
a
granted
was
ray,
of the First Baptist Church Met oree chose to wear a gold dress
Chapter K in McComb, Illinois.
at the home of Mrs. Earl Wier- with brown accessories and was
"Holidays in Other Lands"
ford on South 9th Street on presented a cOlaage of housewas the subject of the program
By Abigail Van Buren
Monday, January 5, at seven. hold items and floaelre by the
given by Mrs. L J. Hortin. Afhostesses. Her motheran-law,
thirty o'clock in the evening.
ter briefly discussing how re‘
A special program on Viet- Mrs. Risel Garland, was ailived
were
in
holidays
observed
cent
DEAR ABBY: You were asked in your column, "Is a
DAM was presented by Mrs. in a mint green dress.
numerous European nations,
race?"
his
of
Odelle Vance. It was slides and
Jew a Jew because of his religion, or because
tne speaker explained that
tape recordings sent by her
You replied, "I like Ben Gurion's definition, "A Jew is
Christmas, as celebrated in the
Mrs. Garland opened her
son, Capt. Lee Vance, who is
anyone who says he is."
United States, has become the
lovely gifts which had
many
SerArmed
the
with
is
he
serving
While Ben Gurion may be a very distinguished Jew,
feast of all nations. The rituals
on a table centered
placed
been
vices in that country.
and customs of the world have
not an atahority on religious matters: Also, he is badly
for the International ;nth a bride doll.
Plans
of
tapestry
the
into
woven
been
mistaken.
Refreshments of punch, cakes
dinner to be held on January
American tradition.
iced in pink with white weddUniversly
State
Murray
at
17
Departing from the fesLve
ing bells, nuts, and mints were
were discussed.
The accepted Jewish law is as follows: "A Jew- is a
wity3"of the holidays, Mrs. Horserved from the beautifully apled
was
prayer
opening
The
Jewish
a
by
Person who was born into the Jewish peoplthood
tin .stated that old wars were
pointed table overlaid with a
the
Hollancrand
Porter
by Mrs.
still in progress as the Christmother, and who never left his faith by accepting another
Mrs pink cloth. Centering the table
by
was.
calendar
prayer
an
by
faith
Jewish
its
renewed
the
recently
world
ian
accepted
religion, or one who has
was a red poinsettia flanked by
T. C. Collie.
-homage to the Prince of Peace
official conversion-to-Judaism ceremony."
ehite candles in red holders.
by
served
were
Refreshments
tdEá headed artill„In-ether words, a Jew is a Jew because of his religion,- the hostesses, Mrs. Warford and Red and pink unmbrella napkery fire near the See of Galilee,
and not because of his rote. Neither race nor nationality
Mrs. Holland, to the nine mem- ins were use. White wedding
on the Sum Olnal front, in the
exclude anyone from becoming a full-fledged Jew.
and one guest, Mrs. Velma bells hung throughout the
bers hart
Gaza Strip and at other points.
house.
As you know, Sammy Davis Jr. is Jewish because he
In conclusion, she discussed the
• ••
Recipients of the game prizes
converted to Judaism. To which RACE does he belong? He
performances in Vietnam of
were Mrs. Brenda Estes, Mrs.
certainly didn't change his race by becoming a Jew; he
Different Stuffing
Bob Hope and Neil Armstrong,
Ruel Garland, and Mrs. Claude
changed only his religion, but he remains a member of the
first man on the moon, and
Vaughn.
eaey
is
celery
_
Chicken-filled
what the seven programs, reachrace he originally belonged to.
Twenty persons attended or
to make. Wash and dry Light
ing 300,000 people, meant to the
Since your column is read by many intelligent people, I
sent gifts.
Mix
celery.
of
.5-inch
sticks
area.
that
in
service
in
men
above
the
to
answer
authoritative
more
a
think they deserve
• The new father is a stude
together l'(4 1/2 ounce)' can
Mrs. Hart shared with the
at Murray State University and quesii. I would appreciate it if you were to print this in
of chicken spread, 1/4 teaspoon
group her experiences in BethP"
_Sincerely,
---psnrcolumn.
is entrtioYed at the fine-el
of powdered sage and 2 tea- cup of toasted, chopped slivered
when she
Christmas
last
lehem
RABBI MOSHE M. MAGGAL,
Shackelford, Goode, and Thurspoons of chopped scallion. Fill almonds. Cut into 1-inch
and Mrs. Zelna Carter toured
man.
NATL JEWISH INFORMATION SERVICE
celery sticks and top with 1/4 lengths.
tile country.
Grandparents are Mr. and
with
be
will
meeting
next
The
DEAR RABBI: Thank you for a mere aethorative.e
Mrs. Lewis Walden of Paducah
Mrs. Howard Titsworth, Januand Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sum- aiswer to an oft-asked question_ I am amazed to learn that
Miss Janie Dale Toland
ary 15. Founders Day program
ner of Paducah. Mrs. Ina Bo- Ben Gurion's definition of a Jew was something less than
John
Mrs.
by
given
Will be
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blackwell Toland, Bishop Street, Union
mar of Compton, Calif., is a "kosher."
Humphreys of Paducah
City, Tenn., announce- the engagement of their daughter, Janie
great grandmother.
•••
Dale, to Frank L. Ryan, Jr., son 4f Mr. and Mrs. Frank L Ryan,
DEAR ABBY: A few months ago my ex-husband
•••=0
"-Sr., South 16th Street, Murray.
married his longtime mistress with whom he has been living
Miss Toland graduated from Union City High School,
for the past year. [I'll call her Joyce.1- *-=
Mr. and Mrs. Al Farrell of tended the University of Tennessee at Martin, and presently b
My problem is that I have two teen-aged children who
Stamford, Conn, spent the holi- employed by the Oklahoma Tire and Supply Company in Union
itere old enough to know what was going on at the time, so
days with her parents, Mr. and City.
• can imagine how they feel about Joyce. [Strangely
Mrs. Wayne Wilson and family
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Andrew Guess of Union
enough, they still adore their father and place all the blame
They returned home by plane City and the late Mr. Guess and of Mrs. Walter Raymond Tokio&
t
on Joyce.]
.
on Monday from Nashville, of Waverly and the late Mr. Toland.
wsen•sday, Jerneem
Well, this stupid woman has been trying to win the
Tenn. Mr. and Mrs. Farrell are
The Cherry Corner &motet
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray High gchool and
both teachers In the Stamford attended Murray State University. He is now employed by the
Church WMS is sche&ded to children over with expensive gifts, so at Christmas time, in
school system.
meet at the church at sem. -addition to the gifts from "Dad and Joyce," the children
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company in Union City.
•••
p.m.
• received • separate gifts from "Joyce" alone. Her gifts are
Mr. Ryan is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hardin of
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Fariees Hampton and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ryan of Murray.
double occupancy • per person
still setting here, unopened. My children say they do not want
have returned .to their home on
The Flint Baptist Ch
The couple will exchange their vows on Saturday, March
to keep her gifts, and they've asked me to send them back to
the Mayfield Road after spend- 7, at the Second Baptist ithurch, Union City, Tenn.
WMS Isscheduled to meet at
•
toiatiorolty, i don't have any love for this woman,
ing the holidays with their son,
the church at seven p.n.
At a Madera
i e:, but now I don't know what to do. What would YOU
tr
•••
of
family
and
Farless
Bob
Rev.
do?
Resort
Lodp
TOO
BITTER,
Maryland.
Mayo,
The Faxon Mothers Club will
•••
•
meet at the school at 1.30 p.m.
DEAR BITTER: I'd day eat of it. And since the children
41.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0 Taylor
Planned Recreation
still "adore" their father, why not let HIM handle ir
and children, Pandy, Sultan, and
Theirsdey, January •
Programs & Speciai
Mark, have returned to their
The Eirkaey Sept* Church
Evening
DEAR ABBY I am 75 years of age and have traveled au
borne in Southfield, Mich., after
WMS will meet at the church
over the world as a salesman for a well-known international
a visit with their parents, Mr.
at seven p. in.
Entertainment
d Mrs. Jimmie Taylor (led
The Hazel Elementary School concern. I retired five years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor.
PTA will meet at the school at
AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • Cvnbsrland F.
1 did not marry until I was 50 because my job had me on
•• •
seven p. in. Miss Ruble Smith the go most of the time. Thus I have met all types of girls in
at Corbel • General Brlief at Carreflten • Jenny Wiley at Prutonaberg
will be the gue.st speaker.
• itsatecky Dam Shags at Cilbartsviiis • Lake Cumberland at lamasKeep plants awj. from rallelpful tip
ladder is stable. It's one way
The Garden Department of the five continents As a general rule, I found blondes to be
Wm • NateraLlIfigge at Slade • Carter Caves it Olite Hilt
diators and other heat sources.
brunettes
in
ladder
and
the
volcanic
temper,
shallow,
red-heads
a
Use
the Murray Woman's Clue has
W hen making apirlesair arid Porous clay containers help to avoid accidents.
echair for the lame
BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
cancelled its meeting for today. most sincere of all. And for an all-around even-tempered
sugar .after, the apjilcs are plants tolerate ordinary heat. itestes4' of
reason.
The Elm Grove Baptist Chur- agreeable girl, give Inc one on the heavy side.
Th. $44 package rats per person Includes meals. entertainment and
hit til.L hol.,...for two....They keep root sticuetures
ch WMS will meet at the churI married a brunette. She was nice and plump and not
, lodging (doubt. occupancy) in a luxurious room with two Monis be
reamms. Fruits C'ookert in water to 15 &ignites cuolcr-than 00n* *
ch at 1:30 p. in. Mrs. Walton intuit you'd call pretty, but she was a wonderful companion
from Sunday evening donnw through Thursday lunch NSW US* hie
break don'. (Jr stew; those in porous containers.
•
felherson will be in charge of
Ctctobor 12, 1969 through Name 26, 1970...inapt C9011111111 HMI
and a marvelous homemaker. She was 40 years old when I
sugar syrup keep their.shape
chips
When
potato
*
buying
*
the program.
December 21-77),
married her, and she promptly gave me a lovely daughter
And, sauce made
mid
•••
to serve with sandwiches, plan at
C•14
Cann! Rameratlies. Poolgeee. gen> Z21 /3211 ar en pew Iriatimill MEL
is
I
unpareil
She
ground
a
And
the
son
and
65,
apples:
now
worship
handsome
sieving
with
out
25
A
The Dexter Homemakers Club
climbing a ladder to least 1 cup per person.
For lowaime. Irma Tanal, Pamirs. at. 401101. Dalasinamt RM.
Ow peels after rooking, is thrifrent bag contains about 5 cups
will meet at the home of Mrs. she walks.on.
at
parts
tree
top
the
of
reach
tier -- less apple waste and no
"How did Handsome Jim ever marry such a tub of
Howard Conner at 9:30 am.
decorating time. make sure the of chips.
sugar loss
•••
lard?" they all asked at our wedding. Ala the ignorance of
most people'
The Cumteriand Presbyter"HANDSOME JIM IN BOSTON"
ian women of the North Pleaw raps, as long rectangles, as
sant Grove Church will meet at se
DEAR ABBY: I &ma see what the controversy over sex
poncho ,Itape,-.
the home of Mrs. Edd Glover at
education in the achoOis is siAabooL It's the PARENTS whO
amen p.m.
•* *
need the education, not the children. After all, ya the par•••
spring,
favorite rotors in
For
ents
are
who
asking,
I-canl
girl?
always
a
Is
or
boy
a
that
The Hazel Woman's Club will
women; r.arlvio-wear'sne set
tell the difference"
SALLI
meet at the club room at seven
milcon red, willow green, tulip
9--11
ellow, and, in blue, all shadet
•••
from navy tii the palest sky blue
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
fly I nited Press Intern_stiiiiial
.
• * *. 114.7
What's your problem! You'll feel better If you get it eff
World will have a dinner meet.
lag at the Woman's Club buss
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box MOO, Lao Angeles, Cal.
!Wall it.- al
II it's a 1,13.1.1%1
SOar. 1•111111.1. use lote Of
at 6:30 pm.
-in- style for Tring. Desigiriv, trine Deo iralude liorik-r trims,
NM. For a penal's! reply eoclese stamped. addreastel
•••
dAirs. them_ as huge tai..aligillar embririticr .
eavehme.
quilting and
The Welcome Wagon Newappliques. Ruffles edge necks,
comers Club will meet at the
Still
siceyee and* iressilineS.,
Gemestutity Center at 710 p.m
arourirk but not so noisily , are
••
_ •
chains and ejlinito jewelry- trims.
h
The- Dorothy Group of the
IP'ket Baptist Church WMS will
„bootsat the home of Mrs. Lloyd
caber goy:- on into-spring.
50 9:30 am.
(
factir
Designer- Geoffres Herne crime
•••
lanes Ir•ather jai'kets with jumpFriday, January 9
suits. And the jumpsuit runs
The Waling Wives Club will
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control
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Rabbi provides
definition of a Jew

Toland-Ryan Vows To Be Read
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FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS
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WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.
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BEL-AM SHOPPIS CENTER

game prizes
Mee
NM Mail

BAR-B.0

1% Cash Refund Fot Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

RIBS
Lb:980
fRYEqS
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We Reserve The Right To Limit.

WE CASH PAYROLL CiiiKSAEE
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Save Your Food Ciart Cask
Register Tapes And Get

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

RS
BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

STANDING

RIB HAS

RIB STEAK

8

97c

LB. 65c
LB. 49c
LB. 49c

4tteeded

LB.

LB.2
prd slive!ed
nto 1-inch

411•••...
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U.S.D.A. CHOiCE
FOLGERS
ALL GRINDS

LB.190

COFFEE
1 LB. CAN
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C()IsipACCKIC ROAST
COUNTRYFRY STEAK 880
890
SWISS STEAK
ali
sLID PORK LOIN
680
LB.14
SJ10411N BACON
WHi3lfr!!ERS_
ICfNITYCREAM__ ______ _ __ _
39t
ICE MILK
59t
FLOUR
si
LIMA BEANS
$i
3
PEACHES
5
flRN
$1
GREEN BEANS 8
CELERYL
APPLES
5C

HYDE PARK
GRADE A LARGE _

LB.

15

LB.

EGGS

69

DOZ.
LIMIT 2 DOZ.

L B.

BUTTERNUT.
BROWN & SERVE

ROLLS
12 CT. PKG.

19c

12 OZ. PKG.

PILLSBURY

CAKE MIX

31B8z,:ssi

1/2 GAL .

MARTHA WHITE

NORTHERN

TOWELS

svo
3
ROLLS

5 LB. BAG

ALLEN...

PUREX

BLEACH

5 Ot CANS

OS AGE

29 OZ. CANS

/
1 2 GAL.

29c
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PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

White & Yellow Cream Style

COUNTRY STYLE

OLEO
PATTIES

8 OZ. EA.

FOR$1

GOLDEN RIPE

DOUBLE LUCK

150Z. CANS

CRISP

ac

STALK

, RED DELICIOUS

113 SIZE

190

BANANAS
L810

•
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Save Taxes
By Giving
Wisely

000.00 gain if sold. This gain
would be taxable either as ordinary income or as a capital
gain, depending on the length of
time the stock was held. If the
stock is donated, no gain is realized and therefore no tax liability incurred. In either case,a $2,200.00 deduction is authorized on
the tax return.
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Gifts if property- to a charity
Donations to organized charities can be a source of revenue In excess of $200.00 require a
i.i they reduce your income tax detailed statement to be attached
bill and conserve revenue for to your tax return describing
other uses. The more you plan the property, how it was valued,
your contributions, the more re- Its basis, etc.
THURSDAY MORNING PEIGGRAMS
venue your contributed dollar Pledges
tewith
familiar
Everyone
is
Country Journal
*ionise
can earn.
5 .30
COS Morning News
40 MarnIng Show
if'
There is a maximum as dic- lethons and building dr ives where
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/*Whir.
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V'
.
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1
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:s::
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1
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As 1.). World Turns Let's Make a Deal
MThOw
le
12
The Newlywed CAT,
you are in if you are forced to use be transportation expenses (auto
•
00 Days of Our Lives Many Solondored
The Dating Game
Guiding Light
▪
:30 The Doctors
expenses are limited to 5 t per
the standard deduction.
Secret Storm
Central
World
Another
.110
Edge at Night
:30 Bright Promise
Suppose your deductible expen- mile) incurred while acting on
Dark Shadows
.00 To Tell the TruttiGorher Pyle. USMC
ses amount to $900.00and-you are behalf of the organization. Even
Flipper
Gillegalt's Island
:30 Lost in Space
allowed $1,000.00 as a standard lodging and food would be deducThe Beyerly
fitaYilt:
40 Lou in Ssiace_.
"
LOge Limr
:30 lath Avenue Sour -The :Creature
deduction. If you are in the 25 tible if incurred while away front
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•
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l
Th.. Dick 'Coven
•••1/4__
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S
ough a reduced tax bill, can increase your ability to make
future donations.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
and- son from Chicago, Mr. and Morris, Zipora and Howard last
Charitable Or ganizatinns
Dec. 30, 1969
Mrs. Rex Owen and daughter, week.
Most of your charitable COD•
Bro. and Mrs. Billy Gallimore
and Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale,
tributions are deductible. GenChristmas
day
spending
Those
Taylor Owen's Sunday. and children, and Susan Sykes
erally, you can deduct contribut- with Mrs. Ella Morris were How- visited
and Mrs. Glynn OffMr. were supper guests of Mr. and
ions up to 30 percent of your ad- ard and Zipora Morris, Mrs. Mr.
Glynn M. Orr and sop, Mrs. Warlick Hutson Monday
and
Mrs.
justed gross income as long as Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Wyatt and night.
they are made to publicly supp- Morris Jenkins, Mike and Kenny, Mr. and
with Mr.
orted non - profit groups organ- Sheryle Etheridge, Mr. and Mrs. children spent Sunday
Key
ized in the United States and Tommy Jenkins, Mrs.Oman Pas- and Mrs Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
operated exclusively for relig- chall Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenson,
ious, charitable, literary or
Pro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Bertie
ucational purposes. Now there Stisan and Mitch, Mr. and Mrs. kins and son visited Mrs.
is a five year carryover of any -Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins Sunday.
McNutt
contributions in excess of this 30 Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
percent limitation.
Gaylou H. Morris, and daughter,
daughter visitNeither contributions to polit- Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Sr., Orvis McGee and
ed Bro. Vaden's Sunday.
ical parties, nor hand-outs on the Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M., Orr
Mr, and Mrs. Wilbur Martin
street, evea though they may be and son, Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Pam Gallimore
motivated- by charitable intentio- Orr and son. Afternoon visitors and daughter and
Warren Sykes' Saturday
ns, are deductible for tali pur- were Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills visited
poses. The cost of chancPtick- and family, and Mr. and Mrs. night.
eta, even though the tickets are Douglas Vandyke:Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills and
'
sold by charitable, organizations
Arlin Paschall spent Christ- family were dinner guests of
00
ahd the proceeds used exclusi- mas day with Oman •Pasehall,, Douglas Vandyke's Christmas
vely for benevolent purposes,are Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker, Day.
likewise not deductible.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Powell and
Gifts Of Property
children from Paducah, Bro. and
Mrs. Tom Wilson, Mr. and
- Your charitable contributions Mrs. Warren Sykes and children,
Maburn Key, Mr . and
Mrs.
.tio not have to be made in money. spent Saturday with R. D. Keys,
Mrs. Quitman Key, Mr. and Mrs.
"You can give land, clothing, Afternoon visitors were-Mr. and
Jimmie Key and son, Mr. and
tthAkç, furniture, etc. The amour
Mrs. Jack Wyatt and children Mrs. Derrel Wilson and childnt you can deduct as a contrib- from Nashville, Mr. and Mrs.
ren, and Hershel Key visited
ution is the fair market value Glynn M. Orr and son, and Mr.
Clerris Wilson's Christmas Day.
of the gift at the time it is given. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie TarkingFair market value is the amount
Mr. and Mr. Harbert Farley ton and baby from Biloxi, Miss.
money you could have received and children from Memphis visitspent the holidays here with Mr.
by selling the property involved. ed Cooper Jones' over the weekand Mrs. Enloe Tarkiwton and
This value can exceed theorigin- end.
Mr. and Mrs. Flood.
al cost las is often the case with
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Orr
real estate'and stocks. Not only and son, and Mr. and Mrs. R. D. were supper guests of Fred Orr's
do you get a deduction for the Key visited the Warren Sykes
Micheline Beau92.69.92Wednesday night.
full value, but the increase in Christmas Eve Night.
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarking- rain. -20 - year -old _ school
value or gain you have realized
Mr. and Mrs.'Jack Wyatt and ton, Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Tark- teacher at the • Hostess
-•
Is not taxable.
children from Nashville„Hr.and ington and baby visited Mt,-.and School in Pari s, is -Miss
Por example, stoCk which cott Mrs. Glynn m:Orr and
Mrs. L. C. Tarkington Saturday France 1970." Her measureworth ed Glynn Orr's Saturday.
_$1,200.00 and. Is now
centimetments: 92-60-92
$2.200.00 would produce a $14Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
(C(ibb photo)
Ero. Yaden visited Mrs. Ella ers. '
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START THE YEAR OFF WITH SAVINGS

mrit.t.:.

----NORTH FiRK
NEWS

4

-
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MENS SUITS

Hart, Schaffner &Marx - Style Mart - Bardstown
Regular - Long - Short
6011www

. z. . - -.:,„-.'....:7-.
Re. l'eett*sntr IP: :;',:;,‘„.8;X:,:; ,,sihtt'MF!'",..r.;, me mi, the
1ei1, 1
,e,

Reg. '125 - - - Sale '100
Reg. 915 - - - Sale
jI

92

Reg.. '87.50 - - - Sale

70

Reg. 175.00 - - - Sale $ 60
Reg. if,C10- - - Sale

52

SWEATERS

site

Cardigans - Pullovers - V-Neck
Turtle - Mock Turtle
Good Selection of Sizes

Alligator
COATS'
and Other Brands
*45 - - - - Now 536
'40 - - - - Now '32

25 Off
Sport Coat
Reg. '89.95

'72

program, b

Reg. '79.95

"64

Reg. '40.00

'32

Reg. '37.50

'30

Reg.'400

'28

$35 - - - - Ncw '28
'30 - - - - Now '24
$22.50 - Now '18
TER
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.$ • .
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this year
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Reg.'29.95 - - - - -'24
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IP .
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SHIRTS
REDUCED
MEN'S SHIRTS

Men's
Slacks
leduced

Ars'case
satrribb
flowers ti
designer .1
peau. It
Millinery
ice's sh,

Button Down Collar
In All The New Colors

All Except White

j1

25% OFF

S.

MENS JACKETS
25% off
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Dentistry
Students
Aid Kids
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
United Press Intonational
Even belie they get their
degrees and hang out their
shingles, some
New York
University dental students are
out practicing preventive dentistry. Their professional demeanor does not exclude the
wearing of clown suits or the
white
garb of a
karate
practitioner.
Through the medium of oldfashioned melodrama, the dental students are carrying the
message of 'ta1 care to
elementary s
students in
low-income areas of New York
where parental guidance in
tooth-brushing and regular visits to a dentist are not the
norm.
During the vigorous performances, the youngsters alternately yell "yea" and "boo" as
the struggle between the hero,
the
Dr. Katchitearly, and
Mr. Tooth Decay,
villain,
progresses. Then, they turn to
shouting "enamel" and "decay" as an outrageously funny
master of ceremonies delivers
his message on dental health.
("If you brush your teeth, you
won't get these," he says while
a slide of a decayed tooth is
projected in front of the excited
first- and second-graders).
Gerald Low, a 25-year-old
senior dental student who plays
the emcee, said be and the
decided to
other
students
present a play rather than just
talk to the children because it
motivates them and removes
their fear of dentists. "This
Introduces us (dentists) in a
very friendly manner," he says.
Katchitearly and tooth decay
are joined on stage by a
"karate expert," Kowakowa
Zoomie, whose antics are
worthy of a black belt in
buffoonery. Low says he wrote
the karate expert into the skit
because fights and defense are
part of the lifestyle of the
urban districts where it is
performed.
At each school where the skit
is presented, the dental
students follow up in a few
weeks with visits to classrooms
and evening meetings with
parents to reinforce the message on keeping teeth healthy.
The dental students also
distribute to the children tooth
paste donated by Crest.
The NYU students are so
enthused by the success of their
program, initiated three years
ago, that they plan to invite
representatives of all dental
schools in the United States and
Canada to a symposium later
this year to discuss ways of
spreading the dental health
gospel in ghetto areas.
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LOOK At These
Good Buys
Van'Camp

White
Hominy

O'SAGE FREESTONE

PEACHES

Grated
Tuna

14 0z can
4 oz can
/
61

2 r 490

37.7 29°

KRAFT

Miracle "
qt. 490
FRESH
JUICY

Campbell's

Tomato Soup
- 104-oz. can

Blade Cut

U.S. CHOICE BEEF
VEGETABLE SHORTENING

o miklo
sour

Snowdrift
3lb. cinr 690

2 els: 290
Miss Wisconsin

GreenPeas
U.S. Choice Beef Shoulder
Country Fry

U.S. Choice Beef

CHUCK

KRAFT

KRAFT PARKAT -

STEAK

ROAST

GRAPE
JELLY

Krey

MARGARINE
2lbs 490t

All-Meat

BROWN'S BEST

GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
4-1.bag 49f

KELLY'S

Small Tender Pork

GEE GEE

WITH BEANS
1S-Oz. Can

SPARE-RIBS

$100

VAN_ CAMP

Lean Boneless

PORK &BEANS

BEEF

STEW

•
JRAIMETH, it kW*, like, but
—it's cuscede of elbow-length
satfirribbons sprinkled with
flowers that turns out to be
designer Adolfo's bridal chapeau. It appeared at the
Millinery insdiiite of America's Mon, in New York.

Lean Meaty

For Stew
or Soup

BRISKET
77-1E FAMILY WILL ENJOY,

Frosty Acres - 10-oz. boi

29

STRAWBERRIES
Frosty Acres

Fandy Rid Emperor

3 for 89'

FRUIT PIES
S oz. pkg.

PRE-BAKED WAFFLES

,A

ipt

Morton - 11-oz. - Mix or Match

ST ANBACK

POWDER

POT PIES
Frosty Acres - 10 oz.

GREEN PEAS

_

YELLOW
POPCORN
1-1b. bag 11.0f
TIDE DETERGENT

BEEF

When time Is a factor have these on hand
Morton, Peach & Apple - 20-oz.

RAPES
TCARROTS _ _ _

No

1-lb. bag

1 Red

POTATOES _ _

RE (WEAR
_

Frosty Acres - 11-oz.

BROCCOLI SPEARS _ 2 for 39°

11s,41ict
INQUEST JUDGE
.Itoir;
lame« _A
showti di his flee in Edgardr
'
to‘‘ n N1.1ss . is preAl.ling .1 t
t into thl,
Wi.tivy-Jo Kop.Ogae...
'
-
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SHOP PARKER
AND SAVE
PILE UP
BARGAINS

LOOK
At These
Good Buys

CHILI

I's
is

TIMES

.-4 .19
_S

— — — S-lb. bag

t.tiP tit rv, A ot

49
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Aliens Must
Register
Thomas M. Pederson, District
Director of the 'turnip'sLion and
Naturalization Service, Cleveland, Ohio, today urged aliens in,
the area who have not yet filled
out alien address report forms
to do so before January 31 in
the nearest Immigration and
alization Service Office Na.ler or
1.- local Post Office.
The ImMigration official pointed out that the law requires
all non-citizens except person
in diplomatic status and foreign
representatives to certin international organizations, such as
the United Nations, to report
their addresses to the Government each J'antiary.
Mr. Pederson added "The
parent or legal guardian of an
alien child under fourteen (14)
years of age must till out the
address report form for such
a child in order to comply, with
the law."
He declared "We have tried
to make it as convenient as
possible for non-citizens to meet
the address report requirements; and, in view of the Serious
penalties for willful violation; all
Per.sons subject to the address
report law are urged to fulfill
this obligation before the end of
January."
Mr. Pederson advised: "It is
easy for an alien to meet this
requirement. He just goes to the
nearest Immigration and Naturalization Service Office or Post
Office, fills out the address re.
port form, and returns it to the
clerk. Any non-citizen who is ill
may send a friend or relative
to obtain the card for him and
return it to the clerk after it
has been completed by the alien.
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114
111. 5th Street

BOYS SUITS

Phone

Reg .$12.00 - Sale 8.88
Reg. *13.00 - Sale 9.88
Reg. $15.00 - Sale '11.88
Reg.'22.00 - Sale '17.88
Reg.'27.50 - Sale '22.88_

753-3773

PRAGUE (UPI)- President
Ludvik Svoboda asked Czechoslovaks Thursday to work hard
in 1970 without complaining. In
a New Year's address over
nationwide television and radio,
Svoboda said the country had
found "ugh strength, 'WM
and decisivigagS" hi"-1969 to
turn away 'from the reform
theories and return to orthodox
Moscove conimunlsm.

Reg.' 9.00 - Sale '5.88
Reg.'10.00- Sale $6.88
Reg .$11.00 - Sale 17.88

Reg. to $12 - Sale '6.88

BOYS JACKETS

SPORT COATS

Sizes 4 to 4X

S-20

Reg.'6.00 - Sale '4.88
Reg.'7.00 - Sale'5.88
Reg.-$9.00 - Sale $6.88

Reg. $13.00 - Side $10.88
Reg. $15.00 - Sale '11.88
Reg. $17.00 - Sale $12.88
Reg..$22.95 - Sale $17.88

Reg. $ 6.00 - Sale $4.8$

Reg. '11.00 - Sale '7.88
Reg. $14.00 - Sale '9.88

#110.4919.9.99Milll

SUITS & pEssts

2 to 4X

i
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

$13.99 - Sale
$16.99 - Sala
$18.99 - Sale
$19.99 - Sale
$12.99 - Sale
$23.99 - Sale

Reg. $30.00 - Sale '15.88
Reg.'35.00- Sale $20.88
Reg. $45.00.-. Sale'24.88
Reg. $55.00 - Sale '30.88

ONE GROUP MEN'S

Reg. to $4.9 - Sale "2.88
Reg.' 6.00 - Sale "3.88
Reg. $ 6
rit9 - Sale '4.88
Reg. $ 7.99 - Sale '5:88
Reg. $1 .00 - 'Sale $7

LADIES
SPORTSWEAR
REDUCED!!

1 I !T COATS
Reg. $35.00 - &1028.88
Reg. $40.00 his's,$32,38
lAtt-$

6

- FAMOUS MAKER

$10.111
MSS
$14.111
$15.111
$11.111
$9111

tf,

STAIr

BOYS NEATEN

KNIT

GIRLS COATS

VA%

DRESSES
REDUCED!!

ICA

ICE
POE
LE

,,,_GIRLS 7.14
LADIES

FOAM PILLOWS

&ay
..
L4
-2./10311
"'
1"

ALIMAIIIER COATS

Regular 4911

SALE 2 F°R $6.00

Beg. $34.99 - Sale
Reg. $37.50 - sale
Beg. $39.99 - Sale
Reg. $45.00 - Sale
Reg $.55.00 - Sale
Reif. $59.00 - Sale

$28.88
$31.18

L ACC

132.11
$35.118
$311.18
$42.55

LADIES

ER COATS

MEN'S SUITS-

dcr.•‘11-

ROCKE

WINTER COATS

Reg. $ 9.99 - Sale
Rei $10.99 - Sale $
5):14 ,,,,
,
Reg. $12.99 - Sale, $ MI
-•
Reg. $14.99 - sabi
Sale rLie
Reg. $16.99 - Sale lUll
Reg. $20.99 $14.18
Reg. $24.99 - SMe.$16111

ONE GROUP

t Lining

Reg.'60.00 - Sale'49.88
Reg.'55.00 - Sale '45.88

Reg. $1 .00 - Sale '12.88
Reg. $20.00 - Sale'14.88

WINTER HATS

„

Reg. $4.99 - Sale '1.00

12,02.

Reg. $5.99 - Sale $1.88
Reg. $6.99 - Sale $2.88

CAN

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE ON

10070 cotton white
sheets and cases
FLAT MUSLIN, usually 2.19
SALE $1.57
Our own "State Pride" - that's why you save yearround on our regular prices-and save extra right
now, when our fabukius WfirWSale is in progress.

CHICKEN
VEGE

72 x 108

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
1/2 PRICE

0.

SAVE $1.00

WHITE PERCALE
Regularly

LUXURY COTTON MUSLIN
SALE
Regularly
1.57
2.19
72 x 108" Flat
1.57
* '2.19
Twin Fitted
1.47
2.29
81 x 108 Flat
1.67
2.29
Full Bed Size Fitted
2 for 89ir
2/99t
427.36" Pillowcases

SALE $2.00

72 x 108"
Twin Fitted
P2 x 108"
Double Fitted
Pillowcase

DOUBLE KNIT
MATERIAL
Regular $4.97 Yd.

SALE $2.88 YD.

2.07

2.69
3.49
2 for 1.69

PLAYTEX CROSSYOUR-HEART.
SLIGHTLY PADDED BRA:

SALE

2.97
2 for 1.37

WINTER COATS
Reg. M(L00 - Sale'28.88
Reg.4159.09‘;'Sale'2518
Reg.'59.00 - Sale'38.88

LONG LINE BRAS

DAMN
PILLOWS

(or 3/. length) with bias-cut sick/
panels: only $5115, reg. $6.95.
34A-440'(D cup, $1 more). With _
stretch sides,back and straps:
only SOK reg. $7.95. 32A-440

ID cup-U more). Stretch long
tine witti-2" waistband: only
$7.95, reg. $8.95.,34A-44D (D cup
$1 more).

Regular $3.99

SALE 2 FOR $6.00

PLAYTEX!' SOFT:ONE.
PA430E.1) BRA. .

/
4 length): only $4.95,-reg.
(or3
$5.95. 32A-440 (0 cup $1 mortres-

with stretch sides, back and
straps only $4.00, r!,,t,$500
32A-36B.

SAVE $1.00

SAVE $1.00

.
PLAYTEX LIVING.;-.
,
e; .STRETCH BRA

PLAYTEX CROSSYOUR-HEART:'
STRETCH BRA

"
-

v Only 4.50, reg. $4.50. With

Men's Long Sleeve

KNIT SHIRTS
SAIP

;
3788

BLANKETS
Reg.'5.99 - Sale '3.88
Reg. $9.99 - Sale '5.88

SWElins DOUBLE KNIT
Reg. $1299

Up to 70- Wide

-SA1E-$5.110- T-SPECIAL! $4:97-11-

Leaps Velveteen

CASUAL SHOES

Rt406.99- Sale '4.88
Reg.17.99- Sale '5.88

ACK
LADIESNE DIESSES

stretch straps: only $3.95,
reg. $4,05. 32A-42D-1D cup Si

Fl

with stretch sides, back and
straps: only 94.00. roll- $5-001
32A-42D. CD cUp $1 mein).

-SAVE S2.00

NIN

BI!

SAVE $1.00

PLAYTEX
.
CROSSYOUR-HEART6
LONG LINE BRAS

One Table Ladies

PAJAMAS
SAle l,ar$1700

TOh

with stretch sides, back and
straps: only $4.00, reg. $5.00.
32A-39C.

SAVE $1.011.-PU‘YTEX° LIVING'

,c4

lliniziew:i4tlt displays $2rol:.
OOP in counterfeit bills seized
51-evrOt Syrin 3t-rit-i4 Ls:
- -lion :tgrit14--eirli.-0411....6-papiapiow..__
fice, in l''rnnhlflphithl. Sta its
.w.ap-roallraapate-.1,„
-rtotofin.1nd kty. men ,Arreigiftii

Reg. $10,00 - Sale $3.8$

Your Happy Shopping Store

AE
TEs R
S ELADI

•

Nod
lhor
Cei

24

Sizes 3 - 7

GOATS

Thur. Fri. and Sat

Ladies

lil)Ap13 COUNTERFEIT- -*sr.
isistant l'.8. Atty. -Wayne

BOYS SUITS
- Pro

SPORT COATS

-

-

WANTS NO COMPLAINTS

BOYS

BOYS

Land
Transfers
R & R Development Company,
Inc., to Harry Proctor, Lorraine
Proctor, Ralph L. Nelson and
Helen G. Nelson; lot in Canterbury Estates.
Gene Steely, Doris Steely, Max
M. Sykes, and Joanna Sykes to
Gene N. Bailey and Dortha A,
Bailey; lot in Gatesborougta Estates
CbsWee'll1111ation anti maxine
William's tir• John C. and Mary
R. Neubauer of Chicago, Ill.;
property in Calloway County.
Eunice Williams and Mar elle
Wiffiains to John C. Neubauer
and Mary R. Neubauer of Chicago, M.; property in Calloway
County,
Mrs. Elisabeth Orr to Model
Paschall Itod Limb Paschall; lot
in Hazel.'
Fulton To
Realty, lac., to
Fulton E. Young and Irene C,
Young; 50 acres in Calloway
County. Katie Rose Linn to Artis Fuqua; lot on North 17th Street.
Lowell King and Eloise King to
Ora Lee Elkins andRuble Elkins;
lot in Calloway County.
John-0. Kough, Mara Lou
Kaye', and Omer Kough to Alfred Mirdock and Mavis Murdock; forty acres in Calloway
County.

•
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SAVE $2.00

PtAYT€X0-made with
LyCRArGIRDLES

PLAYTEX°5 lbs. .:.
Thinner" Girdles
'
Only 59.95,-reg. $11.95_Ztpper
girdle: °pry $11.85, reg.
$13.95. Sins: xs, s, 1st, L.

:--Doirbln Di'
annonds® girdle:
only $0.95, reg. $10.95. Panty:
$10.95,
reg. $12.95. Long
only
- Leg Panty: only 911.0,
$13.95. Sairsi XS, S, M, 1...
_.,(AL 0.00'more).
,
•

(XL $1.00 mcire).

PLAYTEX.Magic. Controller* Girdles
0,55.9$,rot $595. Zipper
"

girdle: only PAL ref. $915,
Sizes. Xlk 5, it, L. 00. $1.00 morel.

-Solotigic•11 in *Nett front Doc 24,.I.969 ihroughitti .
2S.-I9/0

PtA
,
TEN ena""A" t VC14.
"
4"'/IW IIPock,Panitt• 74.1-.40*.iite.
Crotth, 100'
spande • I
014,
•*4.

4

rayon, to ,Nparide.

other

AS SEEN ON TV

.••

r
-

BY 7. 1970

$3.88

$6.88

JIM ADAMS I G A

ide
oPPing
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

U.S.BONELESS

U.S. CHOICE

$4.88
:748
$9.88

Sliced As Mixed Chops

RS

BAR-B-0 CHICKEN

$2.88
$3.88
$4.88
'5:88
$7,88

:AX

and
5.00.

3nd
500

EN ON TV

1/4

B 99
59c
55c

ROUND STEAK

ommossill

xx)
.88
.s8

Norths
ShoPPEIg
Center

LB

WIENERS
BACON
59

L8

LB.
!GA

LB.
AUNT

,MATCHLESS

ICE CREAM
ROCKET IN OIL
POPCORN
LACORNA
LUNCHEON
MEAT
12 OZ

CAN

LB.

DOVE

19 OZ. JAR 29t
BIG CHIEF

STRAINED

GERBER

TASTER'S CHOICE

PEANUT
BABY MO
.!)
. BUTTER

3/11.00

OZ JAR /

CAMPBELL'S

CHICKEN NOODLE
or
VEGETABLE

RNA
MIX
LIQUID DETERGENT

,
GAL. 63t

SOUP

IGA

TOMATO JUICE
46 OZ. CAN29
IGA

BISCUITS- 40z•

COFFEE
Big 8 Oz. Jar
(REG. $1.89)

2 LB JAR 690

•

9 LB:13 OZ. BOX

$1.69

POTATO CHIPS
TWIN BAG

JUST LOW PRICES !

AGA

REG.

ICE MILK
NC
GAL.
CAN

39c

PENN CHAMP

IGA

SOFT DRINK ANTI _FREEZE
119
cAN
GAL
II

KOTEX

9c

3Bixqw
DOG FOOD 199 CAKE MP( 3/99c
12 oz

KR ACKLIN

7c

(SAVE 38c)

$199

IGA

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SP FORCED PURCHASES

2/2

ALL

FREEZE DRIED

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

•

_DEJERGENT

25

-€..

BETTY CROCKER

BAG

White, Yellow, Choc.
41/

FRESH, CRISP

RADISHS

FRESH, CRISP

FLORIDA

RIPE YELLOW

CARROTS

TANGERINES

BANANAS

9

Cello Bog 1'

1 lb

Pkg.

()

D0,29

LB 1

4

OC

- FRESH, FLORIDA

ORANGES
5L,BA,49

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY 7 CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS %A it's the total on the -tape that counts!
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_
congressional committee
• fore a
the unplanned increases
about
WASHINGTON (UPI)-A. ErIn cost for the C5A cargo plane.
nest Fitzgerald left his Penta- Later the Air Force eliminated
last
the
for
gon office Monday
his job as deputy assistant
time with a blackboard scrawl secretary for management sysreading: "Thought for the tems in what it said was an
eek: Time wounds all heels." economy move.
Fitzgerald had testified be.
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HIGHWAY

LEAVES WITH THOUGHT

Burley tobacco, type 31, production in Kentucky is expected tot total 397,8 million pounds,
according to the Kentucky Crop

FRANKFORT: The dumb blond is gone
for good and good riddance-as far as the
chairman of Kentucky's Commission on
Women is concerned.
Mrs; Marie C. Humphries, who guides
Kentucky's Commission of Women, says,
"We try instead to point out to Kentucky
women their own important role in the
well-being of their state. '
"If we're really serious about curing
the social ills that afflict our state and
tan, the evidence points to the fact we

NIXON CALLS
TAX MEASURE
INFLATIONARY
SIGNS IT

HANOI DEVELOPING
MOSHE STRIKING FOICE,
N VIET GENERAL SAYS

THOUSANDS ,DEAD,
MILLIONS ILL
IN 04)155 RAE OF
ASIAN FLU IN EUROPE

VERMONT DECLARED
DISASTER AREA AFTER
WORST SNOW STORM
Of THIS CENTURY

AMBUSH

MANILA (MO- Bandits shot
and killed two policemen and
wounded four other persons
Monday night in a highway
ambush outside the U.S. Clark
Air Base 50 miles northwest of
Manila, police said today. No
Americans were involved.

PRIME 4uNISTER SATO'S
PRo.AmERICAN JAPANESE
GOVERNmENT El-ELECTED

•Av.NGS

INSURED
UT MISSION IN SAIGON
WORTS US SUPPLIED
SOUTH VIETNAM WITH
$923 MILLION IN FOOD,
COTToN TOSACCO IN 1969

3-WAY ARAB ALLIANCE

OF OITA, EGYPT SUDAN
This production will be per
R
MID-EAST
role and her intelligence are important."
above the 1968 crop of 384.5
all
range
speaks
of
she
ills
social
'
The
million pounds. The crop was
the way from juvenile delinquency to the
harvested from an estimated
problems of old age.
156,000 acres, the same acreage
"Juvenile delinquents are not born,"
as last year. Total for the Burley
that the, list will dip over ai
she says by way of illustration, "they get
Belt is estimated at 582.2 million
_that way because of the way they are
next week or two."
pounds, ,3 percent above last
brought up. And in too many cases, the
year.
fault lies primarily with the mother.
"That is because in the complex world
Kentucky's burley crop is exHoppin Bros, di Co.- anticiArt deco, the geometric
of 1969 we still tend to minimize of marpected to average 2550 pounds
pates heavy liquidation of U.S. design of the 1930s, has
riage, and the qualifications the woman
per acre, second only to the
brings to the marriage," Mrs. Humphries
Savings Bonds, savings and returned to the 1970s as a
1966 record of 2565 pounds per
Is convinced.
loan deposits, and savings popular sportswear look,
acre. Ths yield is 85 pounds
telling
'We are-by our silence-still
accounts in tanks, for reinvest- according to _Gentlemen's.
above last year and 165 pounds
young'girls they can be as stupid as they
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
ment in government securities Quarterly. The men's magaabove the 196'7 average yield
you
do
want and Still get married. When
-month and the stock market, "The zine' shows three colorful
of
the
13
force
main
disaster.'
for the State. The average yield
that, you're flirting with
bear market probably has
potential shift of funds could, it sports shirts, all reminis'Yet formal education, she says, is not
for the total Burley Belt is esspent, Standard & Poor's says, the fashion catches, involve cent of the ballad 'polythe key in solution to the problem. "It is
timated at 2450 pounds per acre.
While problems connected with billions of dollars," the firm chromes of the jazz age.
- the lesson learned by the young girl at her
Gross Pr Christmas sal ,
A shiny sateen shirt with
LLYWOOD (UPI).- Notes
new tax legislation still says.
mother's -knee that-enfants -most'
Kentucky warehouse floors thrgeometrid-- de.television
by:
and
upcoming
earnings
In
watch
remain
--ough December 17th totaled 526,sign or red, lblack and yel"poor"
Old
promise
to
be
Pros:
reports
Bette
Davis
makes
The
market
has
discounted
128,535 pounds oornparerWlfh give a harvested acreage of 1,- last year. Total production is eslow squares has a pointed
301,697,626 pounds sold diming 607,000 for all types only slight- timated at 3,116,000 tons - a new a rare appearance in a prime reading, "more concrete the obvious fundamental prob- collar and a matching
monetary
of
some
time
series
Jan.
26
when
she
evidence
lems and 1970 will be a good
the same 17 day period in 1968. ly below the 1,613,000 harvested record,
portrays an arthritic down-on- relaxation would lend a firmer year thr the market even if it is scarf. A shirt whose paisley
Prices thus far have averaged
her-luck jewel robber on A BC. tone to the market," theArm not a good year for business, 'design is encased in
$69,95 per cwt.; $4.27 below
squares has gold • buttons
TV's "It Takes a Thief," which feels. Meanwhile, the firm ^ays, Reynolds & Co. believes.
pre Christmas sales during 1968.
and side vents. And a brilcould
go
stars
Robert
current
rally
Wagner
and
the
"Common
stocks
are
now
low liant chevron-striped giant
-DARK TYPES -PRODUCTION UP
Fred
Asreinvestment
deoccasionally
features
further
aoenough _ to begin a general hopsack weave is colored in
Production of fire-cured type
taire. . .Miss Davis told a mand seeks undervalued stocks. buying program," the firm lime, blue, red, plum and
22, tobacco in Kentucky is estimHarvard University audience
adds.
black.
ated at 9,125,000 pounds - 10
that Wagner is Hollywood's The ralky has continue:VI*
percent above last year, and
handsomest leading man,
—ont
enough to lift a_nuenber
well above the 7,245,000 Pounds
Ethel Waters makes her first chip stocks above resistance
produced in 1967. Yield is estimappearance in a television levels as well LS some
ated at 1825 Minds Per acre,
drama in seven years Feb. 5 secondary issues, TPO
55 pounds above last year and
when she plays the slave notes. Leading glamors also are
215 pounds above the 1967 avermother of a man who tries to showing steady improvement.
1411 Olive Blvd.
age yield. Harvested acreage tote
take her to free land on NBC. Most intermediate r all ie s,
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY aled 5,000 compared with 4,700
TV's "Daniel Boone". , .Her however, don't begin without
acres in 1968 and 4,500 in 1967.
reedy Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-2E52
son is portrayed by Rosey one or two tests of the lows, the
Type 22 production in Kentucky
Grier, former lineman of pro firm says, so "it appears likely
and Tennessee is expected to
football's Los Angeles Rams,
total 26,795,000 pounds, up 6
who now is a regular on the
percent from 1968.
series. . .Miss Waters has been
Type 23, fire-cured, producseen on syndicated television ih
tion is estimated to total 7,020,part of „evangelist Billy Gre- 16 percent above
hlun's Crusade.
ClaVIC5
,and 28 per cent above
Young Pro: Arlo Guthrie,:
the 1967 average. Harvested acfolk-singing son of Woody '
reage is estimated at 3,9()0 acrGuthrie and star of the movie
es, 400 acres above that harvest"Alice's Restaurant" -based
ed the two previous years. Comon his record -is a guest On
bined production in Kentucky and
the premiere of ABC-TV's
Tennessee is expected to total
Johnny Cash series, which
8,350,000 pounds, 15percent aboreturns to the air Jan. 21 after
ve last year.
a success in its brief run last
Kentucky's production of one.
summer.
sucker tobacco, type 35,is estimAdd. Headliners: Van Heflin
ated at 10,175,000 pounds - 6
and Ed Begley Star March 13 in
percent above 1968. Yield is
a "Hallmark Hall of Fame"
estimated at 1850 pounds per
drama on NBC-TV, "Neither
acre, the same as last year.
Are We Enemies," described by
The crop was harvested -from the network as cusing "on a
an estimated 5,500 acres, 300
generation gap between youths
acres more than 1968, and 500
and adults in Judea at the time
acres more than the 1967 Crop
of Christ". . ."NBC Expo();
acreage. Total one-sucker proriment in Television" plans to
duction in Kentucky and Teener
present a comedy this season
ssee is expected to total 13;
by Tom Stoppard, who wrote
. 295,000 pounds, up 5 percent
1X-ClAttEs WAR ON POLLUTION- Varationing glt.
the hit play "Rosencrantz and
• from 1968,
White House in San Clemente, President Nixon holds
Guildenstern Are Dead". ..The
Green River; type 36, grown
up Senate Bill 1075 after signing it and pledging his adplay, "The Engagement," will
•
only in Kentucky, is estimated
ministration to a "now or never" battle against pollution.
star David Warner, who costo product- 5,580,900 pounds -3 The bill creates a 3-member Council, on Environmental
tarred with Vanessa Redgrave
percent above 1968 and 11 per'.
Quality. He did not $lay' who the (nerobers will he.
in "Morgan!" and was featured
cent above 1967 total production.
In "Tom Jones."
The crop is expected to yield
The Ratings: '
Igen Haw,"
1800 pounds per acre, up 60
CBS-TV's hillbilly version of
pounds from last year, Ind 125
"Rowan and Martin's Laughpounds above the 196'7 average.
In," ranked a powerful 15th in
Acreage harvested at 3,100 is
the latest national ratings,
unchanged from last year and 100
,Eight of the top 11 shows were
,acres atoye 1967.
6usic-and-variety entries:" The
CORN YIELD UP
Bob Hope Special, the FA
Kentucky's corn crop Is'-exSullivan series
the Dean
pected to-total 76,846,000 bushel.
Martin hour,-Dintr-tampbett's
ls - 11 percent above 1968, but
program, a Bing Crosby-Carol
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Burnett one-shot, Andy We.
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feed this
nearly as good
cast.
as the record 80 bushel yield
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while, continued - to show
-from 998,000 acres -5 percent
strongly since putting her in an
below last year and 15 perurban setting; it ranked 14th. ,
cent below 04,3,96'7 crop. U. S.
,And ABC-TV's two net hit
•lirdthiation is estimated at
series, "Movie of the Week',
4,577,9 million bushels - 4 perand "Marcus Welby, M.D,,,,
cent above 1968, telfh an average
maintained their popularity yield of 83.9 bushels per acre,
finishing 17th and 18th .r.aspeeSOYBEAN PRODUCTION NEW
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- RECORD HIGH
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half times the rating of his r IS
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-1967 and an increase of 1.5
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Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
304 E. MAIN

rEITEIS

GEEING PRESCRIPTIONS
at SAV--rite.. the Complete
DRUG STORE --- YOU
ARE PAYING TOO MUCH
WE DAR YOU
TO COMPARE

Our TOTAL
DISCOUNT PRICES

year,

ON PRESCRIPTIONS,
HEALTH AND RAUTY
AIDS AND ALL
FISI1LY NEED`

WHY PYr:MOVraet•EYERY1WLW—Friees!I

LIET US QUOTE YOU.PRICES . . . ASk about our
senior Citizens Extra Discount Plan!'

$7.3
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
For Your Shopping Convenience
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
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We Reserve The Right To Limit
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KEEPING HISTORY AN OLD CHRISTMAS
ALIVE ON THE BIG SANDY
Uncle Dennie Sloan wore a sober look on his strong Mountain face
as he turned his banjo to pick "Sourwood Mountain." This tall, spare
man from the hills of the Big Sandy at Allen in Floyd County is
typical of the pioneer breed that lose themselves in another world
When they pick a banjo or run a bow across strings of a fiddle.
The occasion was an *tress by Eastern Kentucky Historian
&miry P. Scalf of Stanville in a Christmas program at Mayo School,
bi Paintsville, sponsored by the Johnson County Historical Society.
• The auditorium was filled with guests from throughout'the Big
n Kentucky. They had traveled over beautiful
Mountain Parkway, scenic US 460 and US 23 and various county
highways in comfort and ease compared to the rigors of transportation the speaker talked about later when he told about Daniel
Boone and the pioneers of the region.
Off to one side of Sloan sat the Jennie Wiley Chantresses and
their director Edith James, all of Floyd County, who had presented
014 Kentucky
'
Mountain Christmas Songs, many of them taken from
a story, "The Cattle Low At Midnight," written by Swat
As Sloan picked and sang "Sally Goodin," "John Henry" and his
original ballad, "This Big Mountain Man Called Daniel Boone,"
Mrs
James tapped her feet. "When I hear the old songs I just
have to tap my toes," said the woman who directs the annual
Highland Folk Festival at Jenny Wiley State Park near Prestonsburg.
• The chantresses wore long frocks of green and blue.sprigged
Calico ... their faces wore the expressions of mountain women
before them as they chanted familiar Christmas songs to unfamiliar
tunes. The melodies were sweet and plaintive,in the way of old
ballads that traveled across seas and motmteinS, and in the way
that families not too many years removed from.the old countries
continue to keep Old Christmas on January 6.
"As children we sat up to listen to the cows low at midnight,"
Mrs. James reminisced. "We sang the old songs and when I hear
the Chantresses sing 'Away In A Manger,"Jesus,Jesus, Rest Your
Head' and others it's heavenly music to me."
Narrating the presentation was Mrs. Elizabeth Stephens who lives
at historic Garfield House in Prestonsburg.
"We also kept the twelve days of Christmas," said Mrs. James.
"On the twelfth day-night we celebrated with parties and dances.
and called in a musician like Uncle Dennie to play for our frolics."
Sloan, who played for the first time inpublic his ballad to Boone,
had written the song to commemorate Henry Scalf and the research
Scalf has done on the great hunter and frontier scout.
Scalf said, "Boone entered the Bluegrass region zoq years ago,
but he first came to Kentucky 206 years ago." Speaking on "Daniel
Boone In Eastern Kentucky," Scalf pointed out many places in the
Big Sandy area where Boone had camped, visited and lived for a
time. "The winter of 1767-68 Boone was in the Big Sandy region.
Here he made many friends among the pioneers including the Hat,
chers, Auxiers, Strattons, Grahams Hills, Illmiltons, Perry's,
Napiers, Harmans Lashes, Smallwoos and many others."
Scalf was adamant in his theory that these pioneers were
stalwart fighters under General Washington at Valley Forge and
were skilled artisans. "To say these families had their origins
In the slums of the old countries is a travesty."
Genealogist and historian, Scalf said that George Boone first
Illame to Pennsylvania, looked over the new country, liked it and
returned to Devonshire, England to report to other families about
the "good land."
Daniel Beane was born in Pennsylvania and later moved to the
Yacildn River in North Caroline. He heard about Kentucky where
he canebrakes were filled with game and the streams choked
th fish."
The cherokee trouble was over in the 1760s and Boone set his
eye on the land that would be Kentucky. Wherever he traveled,
camped or rested, Boone cut his initials, name or bear-killings
on rocks and trees. It is Scalf's belief that almost every county
that claims to be the location of a Bootie Tree or Boone Rock
has a valid claim. Boone chose.beech trees on which to carve
because 'he knew beeches grew slowly. According to Scalf, it
was almost as if the frontiersman knew he was caning history
*Dr posterity. At Flat Rock, Boone cut his initials in 1775 and on
another rock at Goose Creek in Floyd County.
; Boone was in Breathitt County during a cold winter and slept
overnight in a -great hollow tree where he almost froze. It is said
Boone's experience here gave the name Frozen Creek to the stream.
It finally came time for Boone to leave Kentucky, and Scalrs
research showed that he and his party, which included part of his
Immediate family, felled a giant poplar to make a 60-foot dugout
In which to make the trip downstream to Limestone (Maysville.)
In September of 1789 Boone's pioneer friends and their families
gathered at the water's edge at Blockhouse Bottom to bid him
farewell. He took a powder horn and gave to his hunting friend
Auxier and to Sarah Auxier he gave one of his best buffalo hides.
Then Boone, his wife Rebecca, two sons,Daniel Morgan and Nathan,
others of his family and their belongings left in the big dugout
canoe. Reaching Limestone on the Ohio River, the Boones except
Nathan began traveling overlandon the great march to Missouri. Nathan kept the dugout a few days and after hls marriage the couple
bsed the dugout to continue their travels.
Scalf exhibited to the audience at the Mayo auditorium a small
.liquare of buffalo hide. He explained that eventually the hide
Cut into small squares so each member of the Auxier family
Could have a memento of Daniel Boone, and the square he had
was a prized possession of the Auxiers.
Boone, hurt tater by loss of his vast land holdings in-Kentucky,
did not return to Kentucky until he was an Old man:lie twice
visited the state before his death at 87 in Missouri, "
Scalf who attended Morehead State University, was ihtroduced
by Edward Hazelett of Johnson County. The Chantresses who keep
alive the old mountain songs and who continue to celebrate Old
Christmas and the Twelve Days of Christmas are, in addition
to Mrs. James Stephens, Martha Conaway, Daisy Miller, Mary
Music, Vivian Hale, Margaret Alley, Rose Prlce, Ethel Dickerson,
01 of Floyd County.
Copies of Scalrs book can be purchased by writing to him at
Stanville, Kentucky 41659.-
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SOCIAL Investments
• SECURITY In Farms
Questions and
Answers

4104

On Increase

"I imagine every parent in
Calloway Co. has at one time LEXINGTON, Ky. — Capital
or another given some seriou,s investments on Kentucky farms4
thought as to how to provid are increasing rapidly. Farmers
for -his children should he be. with 200, 300, and 400 thousand
.„ come disabled, pass away, or dollars invested in their business
retch retirement age," stated are now common and the end
ONE ARM SAVED — Brent
recently Charles M. firbitaker, to increased investmentper farm
Dray, 12, who lost both arms
District Manager, Paducah Soo- Is'nowhere in sight, according to
in a farm implement acciSal'Security Office.
Dr. Fred E. Justus, Jr., Farm
dent, looks cheerful in OklaIn establishing a family in- Managlment Economist at the Isom& City, Okla., hospital,
come program the concerned fa- University of Kentucky College
where surgeons restoiresire
ther or mother probably places of Agriculture.
arm and think he will have
heavy reliance on such resourc- A study of the records in the
at least partial uire of it.
es as private insurance, empl- Farm Analysis Group program;
He is from Henrietta, Tex.
oyer
pension plans, personal a Ltoperative venture between
savings, investments, and social groups of commercial Kentucky
security to provide for his fami- farmers and the Agricultural Ex- taxes — and let him analyze the
ly.
tension Service, University of weak and strong points of his
Most people are aware of what Kentucky, gives a clear picture farm business.
With membership la-a Farm
such things as private insurance of what is happening to 'farm
:and company pension planc will investments. In the Ohio Valley Analysis Group a farmer keeps
provide for survivors. Many area (a 10-county area centered the kind of records that will
people however, may not be around Henderson) the average accomplish this difficult but imacquainted with the important capital investment in 1968 was portant job. Moreover, he gets
A. role of benefits provided for 369,000 dollars and increasing the assistance of an Area Extenchildren by social security. .s at a rate of over 24,000 dollars sion Specialist in Farm Business
In the event of disability, dea- per year. In the Louisville area Analysis. f.ach Group has at lead
th, or the retirement of a work- the average investment per farm one trained Specialist who goes
er.social security will provide was 231,000 dollars in 1988 and over each year's results with the
monthly benefits to unmarried growing at a rite of 12,400 doll- individual -farmer. 1)e memberchildren under 18, or between ars annually And in the Bluegra. ship fee is a small price to pay
18 and 22 if they are full-time ss area the average investment for knowing where his business
students, and unmarried child.
336,000 dollars and increas- stands lad where-he ;pads to
rea 18 or over who were sev- ing 16,600 dollars annually Not make intirovements.
erely disabled before they rea- 211 KfaiLWIty farmers have in- Contact your county Extension
ched 18 and who continues to vestments of this size, or aresgent for more details about the
-'be disablet----eiperienahig this rate of growth, Farm' Analyais Group Program
These Inman arti,ubiNI:- but this is what is happening and the name of the .Farm Ana.
too. For an example, theikther on progressive commercial far- rysis a)ecialikt in your area.
of two young childten was ree- ms. Increasing acreage pef
•
- enUy killed in an accident. Bas- farm, rapidly rising land- values,
ed on his average earnings his and increased investments in mawidow and children *ill receive chinery, buildings and other non- AMONG TOP 10 IN HIGHWAYS
$354 each month in social seen. ietal estate items are the big
rity benefits. By the time th contributing factors.
.State Highway Commissioner
. ...eldest child reaches 18 ,„this
Annual,casb-expenses of40,000 Eugene Goss announced the Fedfamily will,have receiveemore to 60,000 dollars, and even high- eral Highway
Adfninistration
than $55,000 in benefit's. The er; are typical on these farms, places Kentucky among the top
social security will assist in ancL are imciabtedly typical on ten states in several categories
lifting this family's financial bur- many other commercial farms of highway work for 1969. The
den, will help to keep the fam- in-the state.
ranking shows Kentucky:
ily together, and will allow the
The best investment available Fifth, with 1,208, in the numchildren to complete their ed- to Kentucky farmers today is the ber of miles of state highways
ucation.
$100 per year it takes for mem- constructed" ninth, with $147,For more information ontbild bership in a Kentucky Farm Ana- 005,000, in disbursements for
ren's benefits under social secu- lysis Group. With the size of cap- state - administered highways;
rity Whitaker suggests that peop- ital investments and cash expen- ninth in obligation of interstate
le contact the Paducah Security ses involved in' modern farming, funds, and tenth for fund obligaOffice and request the booklet, a farmer is asking for trouble tions for combined interstate,
"Social Security for Young Fam- U he doesn't have an accurate federal and primary, secondary,
ilies." The office address is set of farm business records — urban and rural projects — for
112 South Tenth Street The the kind that will provide data fiscal 1970.
phone number is 443-7321.
necessary to minimize income
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MISS GRANVLLE, pert and
•
blonde, is, of course, the one
Uane actress — an Academy
Award nominee, yet (for "These•
• Three," in her child-actress
days), and her husband is Jack
Whither_ one,of Hollywood:Yin7-dustrial and entertainment-tycoons. They run the Disneyland
Hotel in Anaheim and the Mtizak corporation; they own "Lasale," • the Naforementioned proThe world has turned a iew limes since Bonita Gran.
gsam- about"-the mutt, an well
vale was a child maktiet. star, but she's still in show
,, as fl rights to !The Lone Ranbiz as associate producer of "Lassie," the property
ger" and "Sergeant Preston of
of her husband, Jack Wrathy', shown with her,
the Yukon." which was on for
a. couple of years and now is a is not the one of 47 pears- ag-O,,- - little old owner who makes the
re-run thing.
although, as all the Lassies have. big decisions but mostly'just
direct descendant. lets. Golden and , company tun
t been, ho'
„
1"and,
all of 'them, the new ,the enterprise.
''"ACTUALLY." Bonita sass"tonehe was new this.seaA busy worker for'
.
';
:‘
i...-i-;"
c ;:n.
:1
'we -didn't start'Lassie,' Jacq.t.son is su.rivisingly catm
fora charitable groups. Bonita Ls. cqi
from
bought it in its third year
collie.Iind not nervous," Bonita , the boards of hospitals
Maxwell:
Maxwell. It was'a hit then says. 'Incidentally,. we'doret use
.B
phanages and still finds tinie.t.i
but it was basically a .children's a half-dozen dogs. Just one, ex- , he
a graiions hostess, at the
•
show—remember - Jan Clayton . cept when a scene
'rails for
'
athers' varioAs
and Tommy Reddicic aitZ"that fight, in which rase, like
Angeles, -Palm • Spiings, New
farmyard-and-kitchen format" . movie. stir using a dotthle. we York,
San Francisco ond New-lack alwaYs. has been one to call in a 'fighting.4log.'"
port Beach, Calif., as - .Nye!! as
•
change things,
'
-alkT:TiTr.Tfir
-Tt-Ffiii-si-.T'lli; 'Amy
something is successful --- Inc
NISS GRANVII.LE. Who says Ranger
in sintstac Halal to
war..r.uppose. good baseball, he acting days probably aro heii.•ye but -she Is a new glt.11,1manager doesn't stand' pat with 0VCU
it 11011g h I dill a •iii‘inio' hia,
ilanglitet Linda.
.
a winning lineup if he can -im- trailer
our sho‘y abotd sightprove it. First he. muxed June 11`.!, idtlidrkti iltqlt I 1,1 Veil It
di- •
"1 St •I ti (
t )SE r)IItl.1110111 ,
Lockhart and others, into the rl'oted one of the segments this.
111.•t that, we put
.; program. and later he brought N•rxir :Ate rhristnias opei . and children into 'that ept.j.ds thi.,
the forest 'service ..aftgle It figures.nwybe s'11.• II do title a year and that I picked
tti.aii
was. Otte of the first thrre' CBS year. Iliar_rtitl'et i, a,,:felite Tr"- if f in 'tile. Zi ill iii 1*1st
thoivt to go into 'Color and in
orn, or two to L.—
hclis train them
" 1960 we mide the first three.:iniciitiin,..sh4prodtai•...1 I
I.,ved „iisaitv.uiiiiiit.• of it.patter. Or miniature serial."
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she sa
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Bonita Says "Lassie" Will Go an and 0
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By MEL NEMER
WE ALL know about Ed Sullivan and the fabulous longevity
of his music-hall show on television, but its agelessness is
considered a total freak. Most
TV programs, even the good
ones-, last, oh, five years or so.
Shook
a
four-footed beast, that has lutisd sixteen seasonirand has been
signed up for a seventeenth?
And never has been out of the
top 40, 'rating-wise? What
gives?
"Wel1,"—says Bonita Granville.
-both my husband and I feel
that ours is a show with a special connotation, one • that has
universal appeal. I don't like to
sound pompous, but I think you
can Call it a force for good-and
not be far wrong." She smiles
happily.. "We Just think it will
go on and on and on."
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Trucks Pay
Their Share

TIMES -

FOR
LKS

By Wick Caldwell

boundaries and 16 more bays of interstate miles finished than
none through their county seats. any other state) or upgraded
This freight - hauling capa- secondary roads, remember the
bility is providing goods-to mar- big truck that may occasionally
ket service for every Kentucky slow you down a bit has paid
community and helping a rapidly- a big share of the bill for that
growing state economy push ahe- road,
ad into the seventies. Presently,
I here are only 1(1,000 per52 per cent of all freight moves
by truck, and same rates as sons in the I-1,282 square miles
constituting Finnish Lapland.
1958.
There are currently over 340,* * *
000 trucks registered in KentucIwo species of ow I -- the
ky.
These contribute $45 million snowy and the short-eared
to the Commonwealth's road fund hunt their prey in day light.
* * *
and over $30 million to the Federal treasury.
The
name
Massachusetts
So the next time you get on
one of Kentucky's modern super- comes from an Indian tribe
hizhways (a higher percentage named after -large hill place.-

SIIRVICIIS OFFERED
SALE
FOR SALO
Artists gripe
FRANKFORT, KY. - Ever get
FOR RENT
A BARGAIN-Yes this FOR YOUR home remodeling, PIANOS, GUTTARS, Banjos and
R0VANIEM1,Finland(UPI)
- caught in a line of traffic behind
FURNISHED
one-bedroom
a
neat brick home located in additions and repairs. Free .dl- others. Christmas special, used
Angry artists are planning to ant a large , slow truck and find
ssew subdivision has been re- mates. Call 75E6123. Jan -30-C Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby partment. Private entrance. the police chief of this polar yourself wishing they could be
$75.00 per month. Near Univer(laced in price for a quick sale.
town for damaging a piece of banned from the roads forever?
FILED, electric beaters Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 53, sity. Phone 753-6613.
it has central heat and air, SAWS
527-8955,
Ky.
Benton,
Phone
"sculpture" they had -erected. This doesn't happen in Kentucand
all
mail
appliances
repair
,
beilt In range, carpeting and a
apartment for
Jan.-eC FURNISHED
The police chief ripped off ky much any more, due to the
nice big lot plus carport. It ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 75348117.
rent Call 7534044.
3-7-C allegedly Pornographic pictures upgrading of the CommonwealJanAl-C REGISTERED Irish setter pupcan be bought for only *Mfrom Swedish magazines that had th's road system, but a little
TFC
OW.
PROMPT and guaranteed wash- pies. Phone 753-1748.
THREE-BEDROOM brick house, been attached to the sculpture, known fact is those same trucks
ANOTHER ONE that is priced er, dryer, range, dishwasher
are the largest single tax contridee is located only one block mid refrigerator service. Paul's USED ELECTRIC bass guitar 14 baths, fireplace. 7 months made of a shovel,an axe, leather
butors toward that upgrading procleaner.
Hoover
vacuum
and
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
mittens
and
sub-lease.
brushes
stuck
Available
Feb.
,
in
1,
from MSU campus. It hes car• Phone 753-9865.
Jan.-19-C Phone 7624748.
gram.
In the bluegrass, 19 per3-0-P
the
$160.00
sand.
per
month.
Phone 753voting, three bedrooms, living
MOUE'
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4801.
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38
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log truck. Good tires, 1% ton TWO-BEDROOM house, unfurn- sculpture, claimed the artistt cent of the state's
road tax bur4 Mountain, of
MON PAYOU0 OMM
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"Immoral," claimed the poshady lot and is priced to sell
Complete Tower
Ford, $125.00. Phone 7534684. ished, centrally located. Call
Europe
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5
den.
00130 MEM no
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Is owner is leaving town.
3-9-C Ed's Food Market.
8 Ballot
6 Sets
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nuarla MU:311M
Trucks don't just contribute 12
Anglo Saxon
'Sharpen
TRANSFER A 6% LOAN-The
* * *
IMMO NUM
money
8 Kind of bat
taxes to the state economy either.
Antenna Work
MARE, Pinto pony and saddle, TWO-BEDROOM trailer. College
three bedroom brick has
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13
9
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MORDS09 flIMM.U0
Danger
on
If it weren't for trucks and the 14•0, of Celebes 10 Measure of
$150.00. Also free puppies. boys preferred. Phone 753-1778.
A. Loan which can be transfer.
OM
BOMMN U003
the left
weight
trucking industry, 75 per cent 15 Mole
3-7-P
Phone 753-7349.
red, the monthly payments in3-8-C
EXPERT REPAIR ON
IMO MOW! 141510
of
rooms
Dine
16-Suite
11
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
It's
f the state's 2,665 populated are. 18•Satiates
cluding insurance and taxes are
MOO
Gf4f912 iir
17 Preposition
GE MUSTANG solid state sterthe front end that takes the as(department of commerce fig- 20-Enclosure for
19 Babylonian
COLOR TV
NODRIPM SDONOU
only $113. It has carpeting, elecchickens .
eo with two speakers. Has stand ONE-BEDROOM trailer for cou- beating in auto accidents, ac- es from the 1960
deity
NUMB 01210DU
tric heat, shady lot and carport.
census)would 21-Note of scale.1 22-Ter
Phone 753-8015 before 12:00 ple only or one person. Apply cording to a survey of 350 auto- have no
7
means of commercial 22-Corded cloth I 24Sun god
This is a nice house and has renoon or after 8:00 p. m. 2-8-C after 4:00 p. in. at DW's Trailer mobile physical damage special23-Country of
25-The siweisop
transportation of goods.
cently been redecorated.
continent
36
A
44
Former
Asia
'following
Russian
26-One
TV Service Cente
at'Murray
DriveCourt. Located
ists of Quality Adjustment Ser- Every one of those population 21-Cravat
(abbr )
ruler
LIVE INEXPENSIVELY-You
27 Covers
THREE NEW hot nut machines. In Theatre entrance.
TFC vice, Inc. Specifically,
45-Hold on property
29-Genus of cattle. 28-Sacred image 37-Mother of
the left enters is served by trucks. 30-Talk
can live in one aide of this du
Call 753-5865
312 N. 9th
Two M&M machines. Phone
Dionysus
idly
46-Silkworm
29
Article
of
38-Burning coals 47-Place
pies and let the other side make
3-8-P THREE-BEDROOM frame dwell- front is hit more often than the Of the Commonwealth's 120 31 HiPothetical
474-2384.
furniture
40-Essential
most of your payment. Located
30 Vessel
ing. Electric heat, lie) and child right front or any other part of °unties, 23 have no other means 32 force
48,Prefir before
41-Cooled
tare
Israeli
32 Wharves
49-Falsehood
near downtown and has one DUN-RITE Roofing and Siding ONE GOOD USED 15 Whi cam- bath, living room, kitchen-din- the ear, the specialists reported. f freight hauling within their
43-Registered
33-Pedal digft
nurse (abbr ) SO Female ruff
34 Prefix formerly 33 Make lace
bedroom, bath, kitchen and Co. Shingle and roll roofing and era. One army overcoat with ing combination. Located on US e
35
Sat
for
portrait
wool liner. Two pair of class 641 in north Hazel $70.00 per
dining area, and living room on repairs.
NOME
37 Occupred a
NOTICE
siding.
Aluminum
chair l
one aide and two bedrooms, liv- Guaranteed work ma ash'p. "A" uniforms; one winter and month. Phone 492-8273, J-8-C
38-Superlative
summer.
extra
of
One
pair
one
ing room, dining room, and bath Phone 480-2425.
ending
FebAK pants
for each. Phone 753-3066. TWO-BEDROOM frame house,
39Nerroir. hat
on the other. This place also
newly-deeareeed., newly- carpet.
has a donb/e garage and Is TREE SURGEON.
40-0Id timer
priced to sell at less than $12,. trimmed or removed. Idamir RCA 23-INCH black and white ed. Phone 753-1836 after 4:00
(collars)
41-Part of _
3-8-C
P. in.
000.
acaPialf Yard cam "r-4111
.
11" T. Y Excellent condition, $50
"to be"
room brick house has central services call Kelley's Ir
eliWte 00 Phone 753-8974.
42-Decorate
Phone 753-36115
113 Spruce Street
3-8-C NICE FURNLSHED apantment
44-Article of
heat and air, built in appllari and Pest Conrtol 7534014, lofor three or four college boys.
furniture
ces in kitchen, two baths, tam cated 100 South 13th Street
CULTURED PEARL necklaces Phone 753-5865 days, or 75347-Slivers
Open
51-GoOdess of
ily room, living room, carpet.
H-J-7-C imported from Japan. Prices 5108 after 4:00 p. m.
TFC
healing •
Log throughout, garage, utility
drastically reduced, 75% to
• 5243reat La/w
Tuesday - Friday
3:30-910
•'5-3-Appellation of
room and a large lot. It's locat
80% savings. $40.00 to $2500.00. HOUSE and apartments for rent.
Athena
ad conveniently for schools and
Saierday
1•- 4
Call 753-4974 or 753-3865 for ap- Call 753-5079 or 753-7801.
54-Unit of
NOTICE
stored; and is nice in every way
pointment. Not available after
.1-12-C
Portuguese
- Closed Sundays currency
FOUR BEDROOMS can be
January 12th.
55-Golf mounds ROOM FOR FOUR girls. AirOFFERING ALL SERVICES ...
▪
found in this brick house. It BELTONE factory fresh hewsecooisiscoodke.
look
also has air conditioning, car. kis aid batteries for all make RICHARDSON MiXile Home, 12' conditioned, electric heat, priHAIRCUTS
• 75*
57 Nahoor sheep
a 50; two bedrooms, semi-furn- vate entrance, cooking privilegpaging, two baths, biult-in range, hearing akin. Wallis Dr.
SHAVES
65(
DOWN
ITC-heed, central air. Also washer es, 1603 College Farm Road,
large family room, drapee, util1-Esplosire noises
SHAMPOO
650
and
windows.
storm
Phone
753Phone
753-2377.
J-0-C
2-Solo
ity room, and a study or work 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
Distr. by United esture Syselleate. tic.
2-9-C
room. There is outside storage, and refills are now available at 8314.
carport, patio and a shady lot. the Ledger & Times Office Sup- INCOME LISITTED??" Reduce
Located near schools and stores. ply store.
Peanuts®
TINC your Medical expenses. Let us
by Charles M. Schulz
FOR RENT-A suite of offices
quote a price on your prescripfor rent.'There are three rooms ELECTROLUX SALIM & Ser- tions. No obligation. Uncle Jeff's PEANUTS
WHEN LIOU ARE SELECTED BV THE
C
ll GREETINGS.
and the lights, heat and air con- vice, Box ILI, Murray, Ky., C. Discount Pharmacy. All preI'VE NEVER KNOWN ANYONE BEFORE
HEAD BEAGLE.FOR A SPECIAL
ditioning are furnished. The M. Sandr-rs. Phone 362-317$ scriptions filled by a Registered
YOU NAVE BEEA
WHO
WA5 ELECTEC' BY TkE HEAD
Lynnville,
Kentucky.
Jan.
-20.0 Pharmacist
offices are all carpeted and
SELECTED BY THE
ASSIGNMENT, YOU GA'? A FEW
-Save With Safety.
FOR A 5PECIAL A5516NMENT
are ready for occupancy now.
HEAD BEAGLE FOR
QUICK 600DBYS, AND RUSH OFF!
Open Sundays.
34-C
Contact us if interested.
' A SPECIAL
rg. you have property for sale
SPECIAL SALE ... Arpege
IAS:516NMENT9
We Are Now Selling.
oa if you are interested in buyand My Sin Spray . $3.00, limCOUNTRY HAMS .
* property see us today at
ited. Holland Drugs.
3.0.0
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 MAIN
at 41.10 Lb.
STREET or cell 753-1651. REAL
ESTATE IS OUR ONLY BUMWe still have that good
HELP WANT113
NUS.
country Sausage
INIAL BETA

49;
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REDUCED for quick sale. Owner leaving Murray, Jantarrlst.
Two-bedroom home with extra
large living and dining room.
Newly redecorated. Shag carpeting throughout, beautiful
draperies and wall paper, electric heat and air-conditioning.
New Frigidaire appliances, includes range with self-cleaning
--oven, refrigerator with vertical
freezer and automatic ice maker, also dishwasher and garbage
disposal. This is an interior
decorators home and must be
seen to be appreciated. 920 N
18th St. Phone 733-1474 or 75.'4775 after 5:00 p. m. for appointment.
' Jan -22-C

SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
109 North 5th Street
Phone 753-2951

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. M. to 11 p. in., male or
female. Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please.
TFC

Nancy

by Ernie Bushnu1iei

TFC

WOULD LIKE for someone to
take over payments on
Ford Galaxie. Real nice, o
i4
od
6
tires, all power and factory air.
Low monthly payments. Phone
7534444.
34-C

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNTTY. A
mature executive type concerned about his future. A sincere
desire to succeed,, life time sales
position, no travel, excellent
starting salary plus commissions. "Equal Opportunity Employer Mir'. Call Dave Dummer 443-8785 or send resume to
Drawer 691, Paducah, Kentucky
3-0-C

44.1

..•

-

gl••

S'we s,

I'LL FEED MY
PLANT A DOSE
OF THIS PLANT
FOOD i

.4

I DON'T
(
BELIEVE IT

- .".e/v/Z-

414,4

WE HAVE several vacancies at
the present time for sick, elderly patients-old age assistance patients accepted. Meadow. WANTED: Lady to baby .it in
view Retirement Home on Mur- my home. Apply at 412 Sycaray Highway 121 near Farm- more, after 5:00 p. m.
3-8-P
LOTS FOR SALE: Lots near
J-9-C WANTED: Working partner to
University zoned for apart. theton. KY.
manage Baker & Baker EmMULL One corner lot 93' x
LEGAL NOTICE
149' zoned for duplex, 64850; The "Calloway County Fiscal, ployment Service opening soon
in Murray. Low investment. Poone lot 90' x 149' zoned for Court will receive applications
duplex, $4500; one lot 90' x for the office of County Road tential earnings lit year to
140' zoned for duplex, $4273; Engineer until Tuesday, Jan- $15,000. gee Cecil Cobb, owner
Baker
Baker Employment
Abbie
'
N Slats
one lot 111' x 150' zoned for uary 13, 1970.
Serv11025 W. Broadway,
three apartments, $5240; one Applications may be made in
Mayfield, ly., 247-1501. 3-8-C
lot 160' x 150' zoned for four any form and should state work
apartments, $9000. Special Jan- experience, any sdegrees, and ANON CALLING-- 'Don't just
I'VE 607 IT!? THIS YOUNG MAN
uary offer to builders: 25% salary expected.
think albind being a Represent.
down, balance three montlin,_ Applications should be filed ative-Be oile=Act Now-Write • HO.PUT DOWN, THE PHONY
"INVADERS'FROM &LITER SPACE
John rano, 153-8649.
3404 with Robert 0. Miller, County or cal Uri Evelyn L. Brown.
AND 6OT
Judge.
H-1TC Avon Mgr., Shady Grove load, PRESIDENTIAL
Marlon,
Ky.
42064,
phone
984
NICE two-bedroom house, $14-CITATION--SLATS
3363.
34-C
000. Now renting ;for $125- per'
SCRAPPLE."
month. $3000 down, monthly
WANTED: Nurse's aide, exper- Miracle Water
payments $69.78.
ienced with elderly patients,
DUPLEX APARTMENT one
morning shift, age 25-60 ModFilters
ern air conditioned one floor
block from University, $22000.
building. 'Phone Meadowview
Each unit rents for $125 per
month. Live 18 one apartment
Makes water soft by getting Retirement Home, Farmington,
145-2116.
•
.1-0-C
and rent other apartment, $12.rid of irons and acids!
000 cub, balance $77.53 per
WANTED: baby sitter, day and
month.
Willis 0. Colson
night. Must have own transporTHREE-BEDROOM brick near
tation. Call '753-8973.
3-9-C
Phone
753-597$
University, $21,000 with $1,000
WAITRESS WANTED: Maple
down and balance at $16500 Per
Household & Commercial
Leaf Cafe needs a waitress at
month. Shown by appointment . 1
Lil
'Abner we
once. If interested please apply
only. John Pasco 7534649.
person at the restaurant.
in
3-10-C
. 34-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
Aio',Go-{ A
1967 CHEVROLE'T four door
- hardtop, V-8 automatic, power
By 1972. Kentucky will have
AUCTION SALE
steering, factory air, good tires, completed about 1,100 miles
AUCTION SALE: Saturday Jan- low mileage. Perfect running of interstate roads an+ state
parkways,
uary 10, 1970 starting at 9:00 condition. Phone 753-4516.
a. in. at John R. Used Furni** *
ture. Entire stock must be sold. '67 FAIRLANE 500 Custom, best
-1
citahhin Reservoir,'the larSome antiques. Auctioneer, Joe offer over $700.00. can 489
gest hotly ef water ih Massa3.8.0
Beetles.
3-10-C
2425.
chusetts. is 311.6 ',19114414' Kies,
•
1956 PLYMOUTH, good V4 en- in area..
• * * *
gine and automatic transmis
WANTED '13 RENT
sion7.$75. Call 4354171; or afFat+ gold brick in the federal
ter -6:30 p. m. 753-8612. 3-8-C
WANTED: small furnished I.
-th purituq- at Fort...101
pertinent. rent reasonable. Con- 1983 FORD Galaxie. four-door, weighs inure Nisei 271/2 isolinft.i
tact Mary at 753-1916 before V-8 automatic. Almost like new. anti it- jltird at Si 1.0011.
3 00 p.
Phone 436-2323.
.14-C
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Hospital Report

'Crosby Comment On Conditions in Hollywood

,
ADULTS 101
"No chance. But I am on comBy ARMY ARCHIRD
NURSERY 7
LAKE PROVID
E, La. - Local poverty program Director
mittees .for game and wildlife
Central Press Association
session. Demo- JANUARY 5, 1970
preservation."
Jack Wyley commenit on Washington officials investigating his way through the
Correspondent
been attempting to
had
crats
On his annual overseas trek
HOLLYWOOD - So you've
program:
ADMISSIONS
hove it preBing is a regular visitor at
had it with pictures to which
1 out of Washington with some apply pressure to
"Then comes MIS lithe
Monaco,..where his "Country
you can't take the kids? You're
big greasy, bearded rascal. Sfre.,,had on these patent leather zented
Master Craig Chandler, Rte. not alone. No less a name than
In his 50-ntiniste Mete of the
Girl" co-star Grace Kelly lives:
boots a,nd a miniskirt up to her Ms.
a- incl. I wouldn't call her far
Commonwealth address, punctu- 5, Murray; Mrs. Barbara Wald- Bing Crosby agrees with you
Crosby won an Oscar nominaleft, but she was liberal as hell."
tion for "Country Girl." .blip
ated three times by applause, en and Baby Boy, Rte,4, Murray; and wonders Where it's all headthen heads south to the Mount
Nunn told the General Assemb- Mr. Ovie Ward, Rte, 1, Farm- ing.
BOSTON - A safe expert discussing bank manager Pet& Loomis
"'Kenya Safari Club co-owned bt
ly the state's economy Is in ington; Mrs. Maurfta Pritchett Dec Bingle, in Hollywood for
who accidently locked himself in a vault:
inl
pal Bill Holden--also a "Cou
such sound financial condition and Baby Boy, Rte, 2, Murray; one of his regular ' television
"He's going to have a million-dollar nap."
try Girr' co-star, and longt
a tax cut is possible without re- Dwain Redden, Hardin; Joe Sea- gtestings, was sitting in a
pal from Paramount days...,
ducing existirig state services. vers, Rte, 2, Murray; Mrs. 111 dresaing room on the "Movie
"You MUST get down the
MONONGAH, W. Va. - Dr
Hawey Wells of the Physicians
In his optimistic address to Poole, 641 Vine, Murray; Alney Game" set at Samuel Goldwyn
said Oscar-ivirmer Bing ("
Committee on Miners Health and Safety commenting on the a joint session of the State Owen, Rte. 4, Murray;
much the
Mrs,Jew- studios, looking very
ing My Way"). "That's real
killing of labor leader Joseph A. Yablonski:
Senate and House of Represen- el Hutchens, Rte. 7, Murray; same today as he did when we
incredible country and Holdent$
interviewed him at Para"If the United Mine Workers of America leadership wishes to tatives in the House chamber, Hunter
first
Love, 503 Poplar, Murdone a marvelous job."
mount 25 years ago.
clear itself of all suspicion in the assassination of the liabionskis, the governor told the legislators ray; Mrs. Reba
Parrish, Rte. 3,
What are Eting's plans for the
every official, district and international must submit to a poly- they have the option of giving Murray.
_ Now, isevreirar. we didn't
future?
he
amt:
Bing
as
chase
to
graph or lie-detector test."
have
taxpayers relief, or providing
"I plan to keep working al
bicycled around the lot. Now,
new programs or expanding exlong as they oat me," he say,
• DISMISSALS
as
ease-and
relaxed,
at
was
he
CHICAGO Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley answering a question isting ones.
modestly. "But-the way thine
matter of fact, asking US
in the conspiracy trial of the Chicago Seven:
are changing-?"-Everett
Wheeler,
Rte.
on
6,
what's
going
said,
Murabout
he
desire,"
questions
"ILA is your
"Every man who serves in government is a fine man."
._.s_•. •
"to give the taxpayers some re- ray; Guy Wilson, New Concord; and what's going to happen to
ONE
thing
hasn't changed-1
Miss
Dunn,
Carole
Hollywood.
1110 Elm,
lief, you can and should do so,
his record for record selling ret:
first without destroying the fig. Murray;, Mrs. Orpha Keel, 1409 At 65-plus, Crosby isn't thinkmains unmatched-an estimated
Murray; Tommy ing about retiring. Matter of
cal soundness of the state; sec- Sycamore,
200 millions. Plus, 8f course, the
ondly, without reducing servic- Workman, 803 EWs Dr., Murray; fact; he admitted, 'I'd love to
extra millions sold every ChristFarmer, 416 So, 9th do a movie. They keep sending
es to the people, and finally by Mrs.
mas of the,,All-time best seller,
(Centinisod Prom Pies 1)
•
r. haven't
I
but
to
me,
St„
scripts
budget."
balanced
Murray;
Finis
approving a
Collins (Er-Silent Night" and another lit-.
is
figure
Final
or
rites
for
I'4.,
Dr.
one
Fount
Rusfound
strength
pired), National Hotel, Murray,,
Terming the financial
tie item called "White Chris
his executive budget before 'a
worth doing-or clean enough
mas."
joint session of the legislature sell of'Clarksville, Tenn., form- of the state "completely re.
do!"
to
MY of Murray, were held to- javenated," the governor left a
What's his eecrel-fsir Sta
'4471daY•
young-looking (se what if Pp
Crosby admitted he'd been of"It'll give us a great oppor- day at two p.m. at the Tarpley possible tax slash squarely on
has a couple line* and his hails
!
fered the role in Paramount's
tunny to book at it, to hold pub- Funeral Home, Clarksville. In- the shoulders of the legislators
thinner)? Keeping busy wit'
multi-million-$ epic "Paint Your
Nunn said to act responsibly,
lic hearings to see where the terment was in the Clarksville
young people - like his tti
Wagon" which Lee Marvin
money is spent, to see where Cemetery.
they must consider "many comyounger. kids and, of cour
Dr. Russell, a practicing phy- plex and intricate factors" beplays. But he turned it • down.
the revenue is going," Ford
Bob Hope's geifilig partner hes sane Interesting things to say.
there's the older lads, Ga
sician at Clarksville, died sud- fore enacting a tax relief plan.
As you know, it involves a men:
d.
age a toots situation-and an take the kids to see." "Home" individual instruction. They're Philip, Dennis; Lindsay House Speaker Julian Carroll. denly Monday night at h $ He said they first should ask
abundance • of drinking ,from to Crosby is Hillsborough in usually way ahead of their the grandchildren (
D-Paducah said he felt tEr,gov- home.
whether such a plan would pronorthern California. But it's classes!"
And, oh yes, he sti gets oi4t
start to end of the film.
He is survived by his wife, vide relief for those who need
ernoo decided to go ahead Wsth
In addition to visiting Holly- and swings the old golf cltdi
he didn't 'Slay really only one of several homes;
Mrs.
Nancy
- Big Isglad
Elan
RuseglL
meekIliainulmLiggsmOrause
4n--Batet
-w-reihrorisoneer-Wopr-orior
-ltd-d-To
the Piefito
legislative isedergem informed sof; Preston Russell, one sis- vices should be continued, whit:
California, and- the ranch at for TV appearances and film in a while. Crosby can still
content
or
the
reason
is
his
say
ter,
Mrs.
John
Rubel,
Jr.,
and
him earlier ia the do "we are
ther the budgetary , promo
Rising River„
conferences. Bing takes off for score in the 80s when the bitthe fact it's not a family_ filmseveral local cousins.
• • •
ready to go to Inset."
would be affected, admiralty.New York and Europe several sitis isn't acting up!
took too long to
it
says
just
Looking toward the budget
The whooping cranes have a
tive costs Increased or whetber
location and he didn't . CROSBY takes the kids out times a year, and goes on hunt- . Crosby's investments c
on
make
message, the House Appropriaof school in April each year ing sprees whenever the sea- and do fill a book. And they
it would be discriminatory, or lend in court.
want to be away from his famtions and Revenue Committee
dude everything from banks
would affect the Comma- The National Audubon Society ily that length of time. The and moves down to his Mexico son's right.
• • •
was scheduled to hold its first
the Pittsburgh Pirates. "Theyil
wealth's industrial expansion
sued the Texas Parks and "fsunilyr by the way, is wife home near La Pat.
"What about their school?
"EVER think about running come back,- he assures us.
meeting that morning.
I
and OCODOliiitt growth adverts- ildlife Commission, and also Kathryn (Grant), sen Harry Jr.
I asked "How do you get away for office?" we asked Bing,
Would he do another .fi
Ford acknowledged that progye shell-dredging concerns, to 1958), daughter Mary Frances
with it?"
since a neighbor, Shirley Tem- with Bob Hope?
ress has been made during the (Continued From Peg* 1)
He said he felt the adminisdredging in the San Antonio I 19501 and,Nathaniel 1961j.
"You forget,:' he smi
"Sure," Bing smiled. "We
ple's, tried it, and, of course, his
past two years, but said much
tratimes ax plan esti "provide Bay area that is destroying the
-You know," said Bing, "Kathryn has her teaching cre- pals Ronald Reagan and George talking about one right now.'
of it had its inception during do when you speak of a.fellow the greatest tax relief for the
y remaining winter feeding "there's hardly ever w movie dentials (primary as well as Murphy have made it.
Sounds like they should'ti
the previous Democratic admin- like George Rice.
needy, the sick, the blind, the grounds of the rare wild birds,
"You kidding?" ht laughed. It "The Road to Haypiness.'
showing back home that I can secondary I and she gives them
istration.
fixed
inand
the
low
elderly,
"I am proud of the progress The story we started off to tell come groups . . . that best The Society says the whooper
being mode because as he mid is that George was able to, see meets the human and profess- will become extinct if the dredgCr of Mayfield Rt. 5, died at • Long, also of Benton Rt. 1, and
ing continues.
Pallbearers will be Lawrentte'e
there were some of us here every home football game here ional criteria."
"It's ironic," coarimentedAud.
12:30 p.m. Monday at Benton
Yates, Twyman Mathis, Jamest
that were architects of it a few it Murray State becausie of the
Garland
Chester
of
a
brother,
For a Republics= governor
Municipal Hospital at the age
Richardson, Oather Haley, Pe1-.1
years ago," Ford added.
thoughtfulness of several fel- Whose party is in a minority in bon President Elvis J. Stahr.
Detroit, Mich.
"We have to sue to get the state
of 09.
lie Smith and Adolph Mason. ,j
"I think concerning the show- lows here in Murray. These
Funeral services will be held
both houses, Nunn is in an en- wildlife commission to protect
He is survived by his wife,
ing of his stewardship on • his guys paid the ambulance bill so
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at New
viable position from a political the state's rarest and most famMrs. Helen Chester; a sister,
handling of state services, his that George could be brought in
Ira Henderson officiating. Burial
Home Baptist Church, of which
standpoint with regard to a tax ous species of wildlife.",
Jan.
8
MAYFIELD,
Ky.,
Miss
Perna
Chester of Benton
actions speak louder than his to view the game.
In Chapel Hill Cemetery.
he was a member, with the Rev,
will be_
cut.
Chester,
retired
farmRandle
P.
The Society, in Federal Court
Rt. 1; a half-sister, Mrs. Nannie
words and the people are betIf his plan is accepted, he
ter able to assess the kind of In the bunch are Bob Hibbak,
In Corpus Christi, has asked for
may take most, of the credit.
governor he has been," was Tommy Carroll, Freed Cotham,
an injunction to halt the concerns
if a tax relief measure is
But
Carroll's corn:neat.
Jim Clopton, Jim Boone, KU. voted down by the Democratic- which, under permit from the
old Hopper. Johnny McCaig., controlled legislature, he eta alltirmisaiou dredge up oyster
Vernon Cohoon, Keys Moody, blame the opposition party - shells tram
'
the bay bottom. TVS
liggs Lassiter, Pete Purdom,
while his program remains fully provides lodustry with calcium
Jimmy Sullivan, Tommy Sandcarbonate at low cost, but cons.
funded.
Hybrid Sunfish
ers, and Don Robineon.
ervationists charge that the dreAUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) - TheComparing the state's bleak dging is a wasteful practice, deTexas Parks and Wildlife Depart- No was in a Paducah hospital. financial condition in late 1987 stroying fisheries and other valment reports state fish hatcheries George is reported better at with the present, Nunn said the uable natural resources.
have produced a hybrid sunfish- this time and will undergo a Commonwea)th then was "well
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• l„. Ire ,
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(
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PANCAKE SYRUP
3,,cm 27°._:_ .
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:4; ' 63°.
1
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' gal.491e
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